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Summary

A continuous thread running through the ResumeNet project has been the development of a
framework for resilient networking. The framework reflects what the project has learned about
how to design and implement network and service resilience, and as such takes input from
all the technical work packages. What has emerged is a systematic approach to network and
service resilience, whose core component is a resilience control loop – the central element of
our resilience framework. We propose our framework as a consistent approach that identifies
how multilevel resilience mechanisms should be deployed. This is based on an understanding
of resilience metrics and probable high impact challenges. Resilience mechanisms are managed
using a loosely coupled policy-driven management architecture. Our framework improves on
the state of the art through this coherent approach.

In this deliverable, we present our resilience framework, which includes implementation
guidelines, processes, and toolsets that can be used to underpin the design of resilient networks
and services with resilience mechanisms that function at various protocol levels. As one might
expect, the deliverable (and the framework described therein) highlights research carried out
in the project; throughout we point the reader to key deliverables that provide greater detail
of our research outcomes. The elements of our framework that form the key contribution of
our research, include:

A multilevel resilience metrics framework Being able to specify and measure desired levels
of resilience is of critical importance, and is understood to be an area in which there is
little consensus on how to approach it. We have developed a multilevel resilience metrics
framework, summarised in Section 2, that can be used to understand and describe the
resilience of networks and services, and the relationship metrics from di↵erent levels of
the protocol stack have e.g., whether they exhibit correlated or orthogonal behaviour.
Accompanying the framework is a set of tools, such as simulation models and software
libraries for examining metrics [ScH+11, DMH10], that can be used to evaluate a given
network topology in the presence of various challenges.

Processes for understanding challenges Deployed resilience mechanisms should be targeted
at addressing the most probable high-impact challenges the network may face. In the
context of network resilience, the challenges that could occur transcend those normally
considered in other thematic areas, such as information security, fault tolerance and dis-
ruption tolerant networks. Without considering this broad spectrum of challenges, mech-
anisms could be inappropriately deployed. To manage this problem, we have developed
a risk assessment process that can be used to identify high-impact challenges [SSH11].
This process builds on an informal categorisation of the forms of challenges that one
must consider to ensure network resilience [SS09]. Our challenge categorisation and risk
assessment process is described in Section 3.

A resilience management architecture The management of multilevel resilience mecha-
nisms that potentially interact across di↵erent administrative domains can be compli-
cated. Furthermore, the operation of resilience mechanisms should in many cases be done
in real-time with potentially limited human intervention; incorrect operation could have
significant negative consequences. To tackle these issues, we have developed a loosely
coupled network management architecture, outlined here in Section 4, which makes use
of policies to specify multi-stage resilience strategies – configurations of mechanisms
that address a given challenge set [DSS+10]. By using policies, strategies can be care-
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fully crafted and evaluated, using a policy-driven network simulator we have developed,
without the need to take resilience mechanisms o↵-line [YFSF+11].

A set of resilience mechanisms We have developed a number of resilience mechanisms that
can be applied to a wide range of challenges. They span a number of stages of the
D2R2

+DR strategy and function at the network and service level. In particular, we have
produced mechanisms to address malicious behaviour in networks, such as monetary-less
cooperation incentives to mitigate selfish nodes in wireless mesh networks [PGLK10],
game-theoretic approaches to protection against malware propagation [OOVM09], and
an anomaly detection approach to detect and traceback attacks on encrypted proto-
cols [FTV+10]. Furthermore, our mechanisms can be applied at di↵erent levels of the
protocol stack in light of node and link failure, and include novel approaches to multi-
path routing in multi-hop wireless networks [LSZB10] and algorithms for creating resilient
large-scale overlay networks [GHK11]. In Section 5, we highlight the novel aspects of
the mechanisms developed in the project, and their likely deployment timescales.

An enemy of network resilience is complexity; using multilevel resilience mechanisms
that share information and perform cross-layer control has the potential to increase
complexity and produce undesirable emergent behaviours. To address this problem, we
have developed a cross-layer framework, which uses a formalism to evaluate the optimal
layer to place resilience functionality, thus reducing replicated functionality at di↵erent
layers [BBF+10]. We introduce the formalism in Section 5.

Approaches to challenge detection Our understanding of the purpose of the detect stage
of the D2R2

+ DR strategy has evolved over the lifetime of the project. We understand
that its primary goal is to build situational awareness to inform decision making regarding
remediation and recovery. How we have applied theories of situational awareness to the
detect stage is discussed in Section 6. To identify challenges, we propose an incremental
multi-stage approach that enables rapid remediation to reduce the likelihood of challenges
causing catastrophic failure [YFSF+11]. Subsequently, remediation can be refined using
improved challenge identification mechanisms. To support this multi-stage approach,
we have developed an challenge identification architecture, which can be implemented
using model-driven fault localisation techniques [SFM+10].

Ensuring resilience is a venture that should be tackled at multiple levels of the protocol
stack in diverse topological (and geographical) locations. This involves information
sharing across protocol layers, to build situational perception. We have investigated
what multilevel metrics should be measured for resilience, and which tools should be
used to collect and distribute this information. Our initial findings on this matter are
presented in Section 6.

Aspects of the framework are readily applicable, whereas other elements represent our
longer-term vision of how to realise network resilience. For example, the toolsets that are
part of the multilevel metrics framework can be applied immediately to gain an understanding
of the resilience of networks and services to various challenges. Furthermore, some of the
resilience mechanisms we have developed, particularly those that operate at the service level,
can be used to address challenges in the near-term future. Our longer-term vision for ensuring
network resilience is embedded in our resilience management architecture and challenge detec-
tion approaches. These are arguably more disruptive from a (business) processes and technical
implementation perspective, and further research is required in some cases to confirm their
applicability. In Section 7, we discuss important areas for future research.
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List of Terms

Below is a non-exhaustive and informal list of terms introduced and used in the deliverable,
which is intended to assist the reader.

Challenge: an action, event or other phenomenon that can result in a network being unable
to provide an acceptable level of service. Challenge categories are presented in Section 3.

Challenge analysis: the process of identifying the nature of a challenge, such as its root
cause and origins, topologically, for example. This could be done using machine learning
techniques, for example.

Challenge models: descriptions of challenges and associated symptoms that can be used to
inform challenge analysis.

Consultant: an architectural component that can be used to expedite, inform or refine the
process of decision making by a resilience manager.

Context information: a form of information that can be used to support decision making,
which is external to the network and associated services, i.e., is not typically gathered
using network monitoring techniques. Weather information is an example of context.

D2R2
+DR strategy: a high-level conceptual strategy that can be used to understand how
to engineer network resilience; two control loops are defined: a real-time loop and a non
real-time learning loop.

Diagnose: the process of identifying shortcomings in network and service operation that could
be improved via refinement.

Defend: the intended initial phase of the D2R2
+ DR strategy that is used to harden the

network and associated services to challenges.

Detect: the process of identifying a challenge using measurement and challenge analysis tech-
niques, and determining whether a desired resilience target is being met using a resilience
estimator.

Information source: an architectural component that can be used to inform challenge analy-
sis; typically, information sources include monitoring tools and those that provide context
information.

Managed entity: a hardware or software component that is controlled by the a resilience
manager, typically a resilience mechanism.

Monitoring: the process of taking measurements of networks and services, in order to deter-
mine their state (in relation to a resilience target).

Network level (resilience): intended to describe or encompass approaches to ensuring re-
silience using mechanisms at Layer 1 (Physical) to 3 (Network) of the OSI network
model.

Policy: an abstract or implementable expression of some behaviour the network should per-
form, which is not embodied in the mechanisms that realise the behaviour. Typically two
forms of implementable policy exist: authorisation and obligation policies; see Section 4
for a description of these.
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Refine: the process of improving network and service behaviour – the real-time component of
the D2R2

+ DR strategy – based on outcomes from the Diagnose phase.

Recover: the process of disengaging remediation mechanisms (see Remediate) when a chal-
lenge has abated. This is necessary as it is expected that remediation will result in a
sub-optimal network state.

Remediate: the process of taking mitigative action to maintain acceptable levels of service,
or provide a graceful degradation.

Resilience estimator: an architectural and conceptual component that is intended to use
measurement information to determine whether resilience targets are being met.

Resilience manager: an architectural and conceptual component that is intended to make
management decisions that ensure the resilience of a network and supported services.

Resilience mechanism: a hardware or software mechanism that is intended to defend against
or remedy a challenge. This can include functionality associated with existing network
elements, such as routers and servers, or additional mechanisms, such as firewalls and
redundant links.

Resilience target: The target behaviour a network and services should provide in the presence
of challenges. We envisage this is expressed in a Service Level Agreement (SLA) using
various multilevel resilience metrics.

Resilience strategy: a strategy, described using a set of policies, that can be used to address
a given set of challenges, which may span various stages of the D2R2

+ DR strategy.

Service level (resilience): intended to describe or encompass approaches to ensuring re-
silience using mechanisms at Layer 4 (Transport) and upward of the OSI network model.

Situational awareness: models that can be used to understand the process of developing
awareness of the nature of ongoing challenges and their e↵ect on a network. Increased
situational awareness can lead to improved decision making, e.g., by a resilience manager.

For a more comprehensive set of definitions underlying the D2R2
+ DR strategy, please

see [SHc+10].
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1 Introduction

Data communication networks are serving all kinds of human activities. Whether used for
professional or leisure purposes, for safety-critical applications or e-commerce, the Internet in
particular has become an integral part of our everyday lives, a↵ecting the way societies operate.
However, the Internet was not intended to serve all these roles and, as such, is vulnerable to
a wide range of challenges. Malicious attacks, software and hardware faults, human mistakes
(e.g., software and hardware misconfigurations), and large-scale natural disasters threaten its
normal operation.

Resilience, the ability of a network to defend against and maintain an acceptable level of
service in the presence of such challenges [SHc+10], is viewed today, more than ever before, as
a major requirement and design objective. These concerns are reflected, among others, in the
Cyber Storm III exercise, carried out in the United States in September 2010, and the “cyber
stress tests” conducted in Europe by the European Network and Information Security Agency
(ENISA) in November 2010 [Eur11]; both aimed precisely at assessing the resilience of the
Internet, this “critical infrastructure used by citizens, governments, and businesses”.

Resilience evidently cuts through several thematic areas, such as information and network
security, fault-tolerance, software dependability, and network survivability. A significant body
of research has been carried out around these themes, typically focusing on specific mechanisms
for resilience and subsets of the challenge space. We refer the reader to Sterbenz et al. [SHc+10]
for a discussion on the relation of various resilience disciplines, and to a survey by Cholda et
al. [CMH+07] on research work for network resilience.

However, despite these various e↵orts, under certain challenge conditions the Internet is
less resilient that we would like it to be. There are many causes for this lack of resilience,
some of the more prominent reasons include:

• networks and services are complicated to configure and manage, and they occasionally
display undesirable emergent behaviours as a consequence of their complexity [Cro10];

• network resilience, in a similar manner to security, is not a core business concern, and as
a consequence the cost of ensuring resilience – both capital and operational costs – can
be marginalised;

• from an engineering perspective, opacity between networking layers can lead to inappro-
priate behaviour being exhibited by protocol instances because of a lack of information
about the nature of a challenge;

• within the public Internet there are low barriers to malicious behaviour and problems of
attributing malicious behaviour to actors [SB11] that make the orchestration of various
forms of attack relatively straightforward and almost consequence free;

• and a lack of a well understood ways to specify desired levels of network resilience, for
example in Service Level Agreements (SLAs), and mechanisms to e↵ectively measure
and analyse the performance of networks with respect to these requirements [Eur10]

A significant shortcoming of existing research and deployed systems is the lack of a system-
atic view of the resilience problem, i.e., a view of how to engineer networks that are resilient
to challenges that transcend those considered by a single thematic area. A non-systematic
approach to understanding resilience targets and challenges, e.g., one that does not cover
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thematic areas, leads to an impoverished view of resilience objectives, potentially resulting in
ill-suited solutions. Additionally, a patchwork of resilience mechanisms that are incoherently
devised and deployed can result in undesirable behaviour and increased management complexity
under challenge conditions, encumbering the overall network management task [ENI09]. We
argue that resilience should be a critical and integral property of networks. Our work advances
the state of the art by adopting a systematic approach to resilience, which takes into account
the wide-variety of challenges that may occur. At the core of our approach is a coherent
resilience framework, which includes implementation guidelines, processes, and toolsets that
can be used to underpin the design of resilience mechanisms at various levels in the network.

1.1 Resilience Control Loop

Our resilience framework builds on work by Sterbenz et al. [SHc+10], whereby a number of
resilience principles are defined, including a resilience strategy, called D2R2

+ DR: Defend,
Detect, Remediate, Recover, and Diagnose and Refine (Figure 1). The strategy describes a
real-time control loop to allow dynamic adaptation of networks in response to challenges, and
a non-real time control loop that aims to improve the design of the network, including the
real-time loop operation, reflecting on past operational experience.

Figure 1: The D2R2
+ DR resilience strategy [SHc+10]

The framework represents our systematic approach to the engineering of network resilience.
At its core is a control loop comprising a number of conceptual components that realise the real-
time aspect of the D2R2

+DR strategy, and consequently implement network resilience. Based
on the resilience control loop, other necessary elements of our framework are derived, namely
a resilience metrics framework, an approach to understanding high-impact challenges that a
network may face, a policy-driven resilience management architecture, an incremental approach
to challenge analysis that aims to build situational awareness, and multilevel information sharing
and control mechanisms. The remainder of this section describes the resilience control loop,
then motivates the need for these framework elements.

Based on the real-time component of the D2R2
+ DR strategy, we have developed a

Resilience Control Loop, depicted in Figure 2, in which a controller modulates the input to a
system under control in order to steer the system and its output towards a desired reference
value. The control loop forms the basis of our systematic approach to network resilience – it
defines necessary components for network resilience from which the elements of our framework
are derived. Its operation can be described using the following list; items correspond to the
numbers shown in Figure 2:
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Figure 2: The Resilience Control Loop: derived from the real-time component of the D2R2
+

DR resilience strategy.

1. The reference value we aim to achieve is expressed in terms of a Resilience Target, which
is described using resilience metrics. The resilience target reflects the requirements of
end users, network operators, and service providers.

2. Defensive Measures need to be put proactively in place to alleviate the impact of Chal-
lenges on the network, and maintain its ability to realise the resilience target. A process
for identifying the challenges that should be considered in this defence step of the strat-
egy, e.g., those happening more frequently and have high-impact, is necessary.

3. Despite the defensive measures, some challenges may cause the service delivered to users
to deviate from the resilience target. These challenges could include unforeseen attacks
or mis-configurations. Challenge Analysis components detect and characterise them
using a variety of information sources.

4. Based on output from challenge analysis and the state of the network, a Resilience
Estimator determines whether the resilience target is being met. This measure is based
on resilience metrics, and is influenced by the e↵ectiveness of defence and remediation
mechanisms to respond to challenges.

5. Output from the resilience estimator and challenge analysis is fed to a Resilience Man-
ager. It is then its responsibility to control Resilience Mechanisms embedded in the
network and service infrastructure, to preserve the target service provision level or ensure
its graceful degradation. This adaptation is directed using Resilience Knowledge, not
shown in Figure 2, such as policies and challenge models. We anticipate a cost of reme-
diation in terms of a potentially unavoidable degradation in Quality of Service (QoS),
which should not be incurred if the challenge abates. Consequently, the network should
aim to recover to normal operation after a challenge has ceased.

The purpose of the background loop in the D2R2
+DR strategy is to improve the operation

of the resilience control loop, such that it meets an idealised system operation. This improve-
ment could be in response to market forces, leading to new resilience targets, new challenges,
or sub-optimal performance. The Diagnose phase identifies areas for improvement, including
defence, that are enacted through Refinement. In reality, and for the foreseeable future, we
anticipate this outer-loop to be realised with human intervention.
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1.2 Elements of a Resilience Framework

The resilience control loop motivates the need for the remaining elements of our framework:
Evidently, to specify a resilience target and to be able to measure if it is being met, resilience
metrics are required. Section 2 describes our metrics framework and a set of tools that can
be used to evaluate the resilience of a network. In order to engineer networks and services
that are resilient, it is necessary to understand the nature of the challenges they may face;
we have produced a categorisation of challenges for network resilience that spans a number
of thematic areas, and developed a risk assessment process that can be used to identify the
probable high-impact challenges that may befall a given deployment. These two elements
are discussed in Section 3. The resilience control loop embodies an automatic approach to
detecting and mitigating challenges, which will require configuration and management. As
mentioned earlier, this can be complicated, potentially leading to failures. We propose a
policy-driven approach to resilience management, described in Section 4, which builds on
a loosely coupled management architecture. Network and service adaption will involve the
configuration of core functional network an service elements, e.g., routers and applications,
and additional resilience mechanisms that augment the network infrastructure. In Section 5,
we summarise the resilience mechanisms that have been developed on the project, indicating
the challenges they can be applied to and timescales in which they could be applied. A central
part of the resilience control loop is challenge analysis – the primary objective of this stage is
to build situational awareness in order to support decision making about how to remediate a
challenge. We describe our incremental approach to challenge analysis, which is used to build
situational awareness, in Section 6.
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2 Resilience Metrics

Resilience
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Resilience
MechanismsResilience
Mechanisms

Networks &
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Resilience
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Challenges

Resilience
Target

Provided
Service

Defensive Measures

In relation to our resilience control
loop, in this section we address how
to define a resilience target using
various metrics. This is critical to
many aspects of our framework, es-
pecially the resilience estimator, dis-
cussed in Section 4.

Developing a framework and toolsets for defining metrics and measuring network resilience
is arguably one of the most important fundamental problems the project has addressed. Ap-
propriate metrics are the basis for informed decision making. For example, with regard to
understanding risk and the potential impact a challenge may have on a network and its ser-
vices, understanding whether some capital investment for resilience is worthwhile (in terms
of an improvement of resilience), and during a network’s operation being able to determine
whether a resilience target, expressed as a set of metrics described in an SLA, are being met –
in all these cases, an understanding of resilience requirements, expressed in terms of metrics,
is essential.

Understanding the importance of this problem, a survey was conducted by the European
Network and Information Security Agency (ENISA) about the challenges and recommendations
for resilience metrics [Eur10]. A set of challenges were identified, including a lack of standard
practices, and knowledge and awareness of resilience metrics. In particular, one of the key
challenges identified in the survey was:

“The lack of a standardised framework, even for the most basic resilience measurements.
There are not that many frameworks available and none of them are globally accepted” [Eur10]

Correspondingly, recommendations included stimulating investment, facilitating and en-
couraging sharing of information and good practices, and the “. . .development of auto-
mated tools to help the deployment of resilience measurement (mainly data collection and
data analysis)” [Eur10]. Activities conducted as part of the ResumeNet project to develop the
resilience framework are targeted at addressing these two key challenges and recommendations,
i.e., a lack of standardised framework and automated toolsets for resilience metrics. Here we
summarise our e↵orts with regard to these two aspects; further details are described by Doerr
et al. in [DHH+11].

2.1 Resilience Metrics Framework

Ideally, we would like to express the resilience of a network using a single value, <, in the
interval [0, 1], but this is not easy to do because of the number of parameters that contribute
to and measure resilience, and due to the multilevel aspects in which each level of resilience
(e.g., resilient topology) is the foundation for the next level up (e.g., resilient routing). We have
therefore developed a metrics framework, in which we model resilience as a two-dimensional
state space. The vertical axis P is a measure of the service provided when the operational state
N is challenged, as shown in Figure 3. Resilience is then modelled as the trajectory through
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the state space as the network goes from delivering acceptable service under normal operations
S0 to degraded service Sc. Remediation improves service to Sr and recovery returns to the
normal state S0. We can measure resilience at a particular service level as the area under this
trajectory R.
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Figure 3: Resilience state space

In order to optimise the resilience of a network, it should be addressed at all levels, in
the sense that each layer does the best it can, given practical constraints. These constraints
are often based on the cost of resilience. Therefore, resilience must be analysed at each layer
individually as well as for the network as a whole. For this purpose, the metrics framework
supports multilevel resilience evaluation. Formally, resilience Rij is defined at the boundary
Bij between any two adjacent layers Li, Lj . Based on the formulation discussed earlier, let
there be a set of k operational metrics N = {N1, N2, . . . , Nk} that characterize the state of
the network below the boundary Bij ,. Similarly, let there be a set of l service parameters
P = {P1, P2, . . . , Pl} that characterize the service from layer i to layer j. Resilience Rij

at the boundary Bij is then evaluated as the transition of the network through this state
space. The goal is to derive the Rij as a function of N and P. In the simplest case Rij

is the area under the curve obtained by plotting P vs. N on a multivariate piecewise axis.
In the multilevel analysis, as shown in Figure 4, the service parameters at the boundary Bij

become the operation metrics at boundary Bi+1,j+1. In other words, the service provided by
a given layer becomes the operational state of the layer above, which has a new set of service
parameters characterizing its service to the layer above.

This state space approach provides a way of representing and reasoning about multilevel
resilience. One of the uses of the state space concept is to represent resilience classes, which
o↵er a possible simplification for network and service providers when they wish to describe
resilience in a Service Level Agreement.

A key aspect of our metrics framework is the notion of a metric envelope. For a given
metric m, or the combination < as shown in Figure 5, we map the trajectory of the best,
average and worst case of the metric’s behaviour in response to the increasing intensity of a
challenge (greater values of k). For example, k could relate to the number of links that are
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Figure 4: Resilience across multiple levels

removed for a given network topology, e.g., caused by a targeted attack or an earthquake.
To derive metric envelopes, using infinitely small time intervals, we dissect each challenge
into atomic perturbations (k) that occur sequentially, so that between time t and t + 1 only
one component has failed and the di↵erence between mt and mt+1 exactly captures the
impact of the component (link, node or node function) that failed at time t. To obtain
a metric envelope for a given set of perturbations that occur at time t, depending on the
metric under consideration and how it is evaluated, we exhaustively derive metric values for
every combination of perturbations that could occur at a given time, e.g., all the possible
permutations of k link failures at t. In this way, for example, we can understand the impact a
targeted attack could have, rather than random failure.

Best Case

T

Worst Case
Average Case

k

R [k]

0

Figure 5: The metric envelope concept, reprinted from [DHH+11]

One of the aims of this approach is to plot envelopes for metrics at multiple layers of the
protocol stack, in order to understand their relationship (e.g., is their behaviour correlated
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(a) (b)

Figure 6: Applications of metric envelopes: (a) comparing di↵erent network deployments;
the blue and red envelopes depict di↵erent network’s response to a challenge; and (b) the
behaviour of a network in response to di↵erent challenges.

or otherwise) and determine suitable metrics that should contribute to the < value (and are
consequently key metrics for understanding the resilience of a network). Understanding the
relationship between metrics at various layers of the protocol stack is explored by Doerr and
Hernandez in [DMH10]. Further uses of the metric envelope concept are shown in Figure 6.
For example, they could be used to compare the resilience characteristics of two network
configurations, in response to a challenge. Figure 6(a) depicts possible (performability) metric
envelopes associated with two network deployments – the blue and red envelopes – given
challenges, e.g., a targeted attack or random outages, that cause link failures. It can be seen
in the best case, the red network performs better than the blue. However, the size of the
metric envelope for the blue network is much smaller. Given these characteristics, one could
suggest the blue network is suitable for supporting critical services, e.g., in a military setting
in which deterministic behaviour is desirable, and the red network would suit a best-e↵ort
context, in which high variance of performability can be tolerated in return for a higher best
case o↵ering. Figure 6(b) depicts a set of hypothetical metric envelopes showing the e↵ect
of di↵erent challenges. With this information, it should be possible to determine the impact
a potential challenge has on a given network deployment. We use this form of information
as part of our risk assessment process, discussed in Section 3, to determine the high-impact
challenges a network may face. With this knowledge, appropriate resilience mechanisms can
be selected to be protect a network against challenges. The metric envelopes can be generated
by the Graph Explorer tool, developed as part of the project, which we discuss next.

2.2 Resilience Metrics Tools

We have developed a number of tools for evaluating network resilience. For example, we
use MATLAB or ns-3 simulation models to measure the service at each level and plot the
results under various challenges and attacks, as in Figure 3, where each axis is an objective
function of the relevant parameters [ScH+11]. Furthermore, we have developed the Graph
Explorer tool [DMH10] that takes as input a network topology and associated tra�c matrix,
a description of challenges, and a set of metrics to be evaluated. The result of the analysis is
a series of plots that show the metric envelope values (mi(min),mi(max)) for each specified
metric mi, and topology maps indicating the resilience across network regions.
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Figure 7: Example output from the Graph Explorer, developed in the ResumeNet project: (a)
plots showing the relationship between metrics at various layers in response to link failures on
the GÉANT2 topology; and (b) a heat map showing vulnerable regions of the topology with
respect to a given set of metrics. Reprinted from [DMH10]

Figure 7 shows an example of the resilience of the European academic network GÉANT2
to link failures. The set of plots in Figure 7(a) show metric envelopes at di↵erent protocol
levels – the aim is to understand how jitter responds in comparison with metrics at other levels,
such as queue length and connectivity. Surprisingly, jitter is not clearly related to queue length
and a monotonic increase in path length does not yield a similar increase in queue length
for all scenarios of link failures. In fact, the fourth link failure disconnects a region of the
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network; whereas up to three failures, the heavy use of a certain path resulted in increasing
queue lengths and jitter. The partition increases path length, because route lengths are set to
infinity, and decreases connectivity, which is accompanied by a reduction in jitter, shown with
the blue arrows in Figure 7(a). The topology map in Figure 7(b) highlights the vulnerability
of regions of GÉANT2 with a heat map, which can be used by network planners to indicate
where invest should be made to improve the resilience of their network.

2.3 Summary

Our framework for resilience metrics – the multi-level two-dimensional state space and the use
of metric envelopes – can be used to understand the resilience of networks to a broad range of
challenges, such as mis-configurations, faults and attacks. We propose our metrics framework
as an important step toward addressing the challenge, identified by ENISA, regarding a lack of
a standardised approaches to measuring and evaluating the resilience of networks. The ability
to evaluate a given network’s resilience to a specific challenge is limited by the capability of
the tools to create complex challenge scenarios – this is an area for further work, in which our
e↵ort should be focused on modelling pertinent high-impact challenges.

Specifying resilience requirements using multilevel metrics and making decisions related
to the D2R2

+ DR strategy based on multilevel measurements is likely to be complicated.
The use of resilience classes may be able to help reduce the complexity involved – if we can
decide on a small number of classes that each represents a significant cluster of services and
the responses that each would require whenever a challenge occurs. This approach would
reduce the number of inter-relationships between services that have to be taken into account
when specifying, decomposing or computing the <-value. Previous work has been done in this
area. Autenrieth and Kirstädter propose an architecture for resilience di↵erentiated QoS, using
four classes of resilience that map onto di↵erent network level resilience schemes – protection,
restoration, rerouting and preemption [AK02]. Furthermore, schemes have been proposed
for di↵erentiated Quality of Protection in optical Wavelength-Division Multiplexing (WDM)
networks [SS04a, KG05]. However, they largely assume challenges to operation are random
node and link failures, and they take a bottom-up, i.e., mechanism-centric, approach to defining
classes, rather than the top-down – service-centric – approach we propose. This may result
in unsuitable resilience classes that do not reflect common service requirements, and are not
realisable given the nature of the challenges a network may face. We therefore propose future
work should try to identify a suitable set of resilience classes that reflect clusters of service
requirements, in order to improve the likelihood of the adoption of our metrics framework by
practitioners.

Key deliverable for resilience metrics

C. Doerr, J. M. Hernandez, R. Holz, D. Hutchison, A. Smeureanu, P. Smith, James P. G.
Sterbenz, and P. Van Mieghem. Defining metrics for resilient networking (Final). ResumeNet
Project Deliverable, September 2011
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Understanding challenges is central
to the resilience control loop. It di-
rects the choice of resilience mech-
anisms that should be deployed
and the nature of their manage-
ment. Furthermore, challenge analy-
sis should be targeted at identifying
the likely high impact challenges.

Knowledge about the nature of challenges that may a↵ect a network deployment is im-
portant to ensure resilience. With this knowledge, the correct resilience mechanisms can be
employed for likely challenges, improving the probability of ensuring acceptable service in their
presence. To this end, the ResumeNet project has contributed two items that can be used to
understand challenges: (1) an informal categorisation of the challenges that a↵ect network
deployments, with notable examples shown, which can be used by a resilience engineer to
reason about the types of challenge that exist; and (2) a risk assessment process that can be
used to determine the probable high-impact challenges their network may face. We discuss
these two items in this section.

3.1 Challenge Categories

Learning from past failures is essential to build better networks in the future. To systematically
group challenges we propose seven categories: (1) component faults; (2) hardware destruc-
tion; (3) communication environment related; (4) human mistakes (5) malicious attacks; (6)
unusual but legitimate demand for service; and (7) failure of a provider service. The first
four challenge categories are a consequence of being part of the real world, e.g., deterioration,
destruction, and physical channel characteristics. Challenge categories five and six originate in
networked cyberspace, e.g., cyberspace attacks and non-foreseeable system interaction. The
last challenge, which might be also seen as overlapping with all previous six categories, results
from the composition of networks from subsystems, where failures of a subsystem influences
others and the network as a whole. These seven challenge categories are presented in detail,
accompanied by examples.

Component Faults Internal errors occur during ‘normal’ operation of the system independent
of outside events. They can be caused by software bugs or the deterioration of hardware,
for example. In short, these are errors that are brought about by faults in components
of the system, are of random nature, and are unintentional.

Bugs in soft- or hardware in communication systems are unavoidable. For example, a
bug of Cisco’s IOS causes a BGP session reset if the length of the AS path exceeds 255
after AS-path prepending [Pep09]. This bug was triggered by a bug from another router
vendor not handling configuration parameters correctly, especially missing bound checks
[Zmi09]. The result was a tenfold increase in planetary routing instability for an hour
and an increase of a↵ected prefixes from 0.45% to 4.76%.
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Hardware destruction This category summarizes all challenges where destruction of hardware
causes errors or failures. These can be either due to natural causes (e.g., tsunamis,
earthquakes or hurricanes) or man-made (e.g., terrorist attacks, fires or cable-cuts).
Challenges of this class can be intentional or unintentional, as well as targeted or random.

The Hinsdale O�ce Fire [Tow88] is an example where destruction of hardware caused sig-
nificant outages of communication services. Despite having deployed redundant systems
for fail-over, a system failure could not be prevented as both the primary and secondary
system were physically co-located in the same o�ce building which was destroyed by a
fire.

Communication Environment related All challenges that are inherent in the communica-
tion environment due to:

• weak, asymmetric, and episodic connectivity of wireless channels

• high-mobility of nodes and subnetworks

• unpredictably long delay paths either due to length (e.g., satellite) or as a result of
episodic connectivity

are gathered in the communication environment category. Challenges in this category
are of random nature and are unintentional.

An (extreme) example of this category is an ad hoc airborne network made up from
supersonic jet aircrafts [JPS08]. The high mobility of the jets and drones challenges
end-to-end communication since the network nodes are within communication range for
a short time-period only. Special designed network and transport protocols are required to
establish and maintain communication during aircraft operation. Similar challenges are
presented by more conventional ad hoc networks; delay-tolerant, opportunistic, networks
have largely emerged as a response to these challenges.

Human Mistakes Human mistakes describe non-malicious errors that are made by people in-
teracting with the system, such as device misconfigurations or policy breaches. These can
become more pernicious if the parties involved try to cover up their mistakes. Challenges
in this category are unintentional.

Configuration mistakes in firewalls, automatic configuration systems (ACS) or end hosts
often lead to degraded network service or prevent any communication. But miscon-
figuration can also have a larger impact. One example constitute the erroneous BGP
advertisements of Pakistan Telecom’s upstream providers, which resulted in a hijack of
YouTube’s Web presence [NCC08].

Malicious Attacks Malicious attacks from intelligent adversaries pose a threat to system
performance and form a group of challenges to networked systems. These challenges are
targeted and intentional in nature.

Cyberspace attacks can be specifically targeted at critical points of the communication
system, e.g. Denial of Service attacks (DoS attacks), or be a resource exhaustion attack
against a victim including collateral damage to the communication infrastructure, e.g.,
Distributed Denial of Service attacks (DDoS) attacks.

Unusual but Legitimate Demand for Service A non-malicious request for service that is
greater (or di↵erent along some other dimension) than what is provisioned for, for ex-
ample, flash crowd events. Challenges in this category are unintentional.
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Neither the PSTN nor the Internet were designed to cope with the amount of tra�c
experienced after the 9/11 attacks. Both communication systems experienced severe
local degradation of service [LeF01].

Failure of a Provider Service Due to the composition of complex system from multiple ser-
vices any aforementioned challenge can cause cascade e↵ects. The failure of a provider
service must be treated as challenge to the consumer services, which depend on the
correct behaviour of the provider service. Service dependencies can be vertical, e.g.,
using a lower layer service, as well as horizontal, e.g., client-server based or peer service.
Interoperability faults fall into this category, too. This category also captures failures of
provider services due to an unidentifiable challenge to this provider service.

Packet loss on a wireless link reduces the e↵ective bandwidth of IP over this link and a
degradation of the transport service in case of TCP.

3.2 A Risk Management Process for Network Resilience

We now describe the risk assessment process that can be followed to determine the probable
high-impact challenges a network will face. The process is outlined in Figure 8. For each step
in the risk assessment process, we outline how the output can be used to inform the design of
resilient networks and services. The description presented here is an abridged version of that
presented by Schöller et al. in [SSH11], wherein an example scenario is worked through for a
wireless mesh network deployment [IBPR08].

Identify critical 
assets and cost of 
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Develop system 
understanding

Prioritised list 
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Focus
groups
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Figure 8: A risk assessment process for resilience, including example inputs and outputs

Step 1: Identify critical assets and costs of their compromise

The first step is to identify the critical assets of the stakeholders associated with a network.
Assets can be physical, logical, or informational. What is considered a critical asset is con-
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text specific, where the context is defined by the requirements of the organisation using the
network, and its application. Physical assets can be damaged or manipulated; logical assets,
implemented as services, can be attacked or used in a way that was not designed for; and in-
formational assets can be disclosed, suppressed or manipulated. Example stakeholders include,
customers, network providers and governments. Assets may be compromised in a number
of ways. We build on our resilience metrics framework, discussed in Section 2, to evaluate
the compromise of service-based assets. Recall that when a service is not challenged, it is
considered in an acceptable state. Challenges can lead to a service becoming impaired or
unacceptable – illustrating the non-binary loss of assets in network resilience. The trajectory
a service takes between these states depends on the mechanisms in place to resist a challenge
and how severe it is. The level of degradation, e.g., impaired and unacceptable, and the
duration the asset is in that state will have di↵erent costs – in most deployments, extended
periods of impairment, due to a DDoS attack, will have a higher cost than short disruptions,
due to a switch-over to a backup configuration. Measuring the cost of a compromise can be
done qualitatively (e.g., mild, moderate, severe, or catastrophic) or quantitatively (e.g., po-
tential financial loss or cost of replacement of equipment). For example, a DDoS attack could
cause a degradation of service on an ISP’s network, leading to SLAs being broken, resulting
in reimbursements to customers. The same incident could lead to a loss of reputation for
the ISP, a qualitative cost. At this step in the process, we consider the di↵erent modes of
compromise associated with an asset, and their impact on the stakeholders; a prioritised list
of assets results.

Step 1: Output The assets identified feed into Step 2 of our process, wherein we understand
their implementation; the asset compromise values feed into Step 5 to calculate a measure of
exposure. From an implementation perspective, the compromise values can be used to define
protection priorities for the services realising assets. In case of insu�cient resources to protect
all assets from a variety of simultaneously ongoing challenges, the network should strive to
protect those with the highest value in the face of failure. Resilience management strategies
that honour protection priorities can be described in policies, as part of a general approach to
resilience that capitalises on policy-based management frameworks [SSFA+10].

Step 2: Develop network understanding

Modern network engineering approaches decompose the provisioning of assets into multiple
sub-systems and services. Naturally, these are re-used in the design and implementation of
multiple assets. This inherently implies that multiple assets can be (partly) degraded if a com-
mon sub-system (vertical service dependency) or peer service (horizontal service dependency)
is a↵ected by a challenge. In this phase, networking and systems experts develop an under-
standing of the used sub-systems and services, as well as their interdependencies, leading to a
service dependency graph, such as the example shown in Figure 9.

Step 2: Output The services realising the various assets will be examined in Step 3 for faults
and vulnerabilities. Moreover, the resulting service dependency graph can be used to build
generic remediation strategies that strive to ensure acceptable service provisioning in the face of
unknown challenges and system faults – i.e., those not identified via this process. These generic
strategies are not optimised for a specific challenge, but change the network configuration in
a way that challenged parts are isolated from una↵ected parts, e.g., using system and network
virtualisation techniques, or whole sub-systems are exchanged with alternative components,
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Figure 9: An example Internet connectivity service dependency graph for a wireless mesh
network [SSH11]

e.g., provided by a network composition framework as proposed by Kappler et al. [KMP+05].
Another way to use dependency graphs has been introduced by Katzela et al. [KS95], who
utilise such graphs for fault localisation.

Step 3: Identify challenges and system faults

The set of challenges that could a↵ect a network is large. Here, the aim is to identify those
challenges that can trigger the faults in services and sub-systems, which will most likely occur
in the given deployment scenario. Faults with respect to resilience are wide-ranging and include
design faults, inappropriate business-processes, and vulnerabilities to attacks. In addition, they
may also include inappropriate use of defensive and remediation mechanisms.

Challenges trigger faults, causing erroneous behaviour of a service and, if not isolated,
for it to fail. This causal relationship is depicted in Figure 10. Therefore, a specific service is
threatened by challenges targeting the service itself, and, in addition, challenges causing service
failures of dependent service instances. We use this reasoning to manage the wide-range of
faults that may exist in a network, and focus on identifying those in the services (and their
dependents) that could be triggered by the most likely challenges that have been identified.

Challenges Faults Errors Failures
trigger cause leading to

Figure 10: The potential causal relationship between challenges, faults, errors and failures.

System analysis and historical data can be used to derive the likely challenges and associated
faults. Example approaches to system analysis include fault-tree analysis [Ves87] and event-
tree analysis [Coo07], or threat-modelling techniques, such as STRIDE [HLOS06]. Security
advisories provided by CERT1 or SANS2 can be used to identify past and on-going threats, for
example. To the best of our knowledge, there are no advisory services that cover the range
of challenges considered for network resilience. We see this as a key shortcoming to address,
and suggest that multi-national organisations, such as the European Network and Information

1
http://www.cert.org

2
http://www.sans.org
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Security Agency (ENISA)3, could play an important role leading the development of such an
advisory.Do

Step 3: Output The identified probabilities of challenge occurrence will be used in Step 5
to calculate the measure of exposure. In addition, the identified challenge-fault pairs can be
documented in a vulnerability report. This report will help a network engineer choose the best
defensive or remediation mechanisms to protect a network from the high-impact challenges.

Step 4: Determine the likelihood of service degradation and its impact

This phase is used to determine the likelihood of a challenge leading to a failure, which is
influenced by the nature of a challenge and properties of a network. Such properties include
known faults, the mechanisms that are in place to mitigate challenges, and the dependencies
of a service on others. Adding mechanisms to defend against the high impact challenges or to
remediate their impact on the system after this risk assessment process decreases the likelihood
of a failure occurring.

To acquire justifiable probability values, analytical models and data gathered from similar
deployments can be used. Analytical approaches, like the Graph Explorer described in Section 2,
can provide probability density functions that describe how challenges a↵ect various service
metrics. From the anticipated perturbations of these metrics, probability values for the level
of service degradation can be derived. However, following such an analytical approach might
be infeasible for some challenges. For these, probability values need to be estimated during
the design phase. As pointed out before, refining these values during network operation by
correlating service failures with sensor data collected from the deployment is necessary in this
case to avoid over- and underestimation of the impact of these challenges.

3
http://www.enisa.europa.eu/
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Figure 11: An example exposure graph for the wireless mesh network use-case study [SSH11]
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Step 4: Output The probability of a challenge leading to a service failure will directly feed
into Step 5 of this process. Together with the output of Step 1 and Step 3 the measure of
exposure can be calculated.

Step 5: Determine a measure of exposure

In Step 2 of this process the cost of a particular mode of compromise for an asset will have been
identified. Based on this, we would like to compute a numeric value of exposure – a measure
to assess the impact a challenge has on network assets. We determine a measure of exposure
using the Equation 1; challenge prob is the probability that a challenge will occur (from Step
4), compromise prob is the probability that a compromise will occur to an asset, which is
based on the likelihood of a failure (from Step 5), and impact is the cost associated with an
asset being compromised, from Step 1. This information can be depicted as an exposure graph,
shown in Figure 11, wherein the values shown on the left relate to the measure of impact and
those on the right show the product of challenge prob and compromise prob. It is clear that
using this strategy to determine a measure of risk will yield similar values for high-probability,
low-impact events and low-probability, high-impact events. Depending on which scenarios the
network engineer would like to account for, exposure measures could be filtered out.

exposure = (challenge prob⇥ compromise prob)⇥ impact (1)

Step 5: Output The last stage of our process outputs a list of challenge-fault pairs ordered
by their exposure. The network engineer will select and implement defensive or remediation
mechanisms for the high impact challenges to maximise network resilience.

3.3 Summary

It is of vital importance to understand the challenges that are most likely to have the highest
impact to a network deployment. Without this information, appropriate defensive measures
cannot be put in place. Furthermore, knowing the likely high-impact challenges is useful for
challenge analysis and remediation, too. In this section, we have described a set of challenge
classes that can be used to consider the forms of challenge that may a↵ect a network’s resilience.
This knowledge can be applied when using the risk assessment process we have developed.
Future work in this area should investigate determining challenge occurrence probabilities and
quantifying their impact. The use of appropriate modelling and simulation approaches can be
used to help determine meaningful values for these important inputs to the risk assessment
process.

Key deliverable for understanding challenges

M. Schöller and P. Smith. Understanding challenges and their impact on network resilience.
ResumeNet Project Deliverable, October 2009

C. Doerr, J. M. Hernandez, R. Holz, D. Hutchison, A. Smeureanu, P. Smith, James P. G.
Sterbenz, and P. Van Mieghem. Defining metrics for resilient networking (Final). ResumeNet
Project Deliverable, September 2011
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In this section, we discuss the re-
silience manager, which is used to
steer the provided service, using re-
silience mechanisms embedded in
the network, toward the resilience
target. It does this using informa-
tion from challenge analysis and the
resilience estimator ; the latter is de-
scribed here.

One of the issues addressed by the ResumeNet project relates to the management of
networks, services and mechanisms for resilience. From the outset, the project proposed to
build on existing work on policy-based network management frameworks in order to orches-
trate resilience mechanisms that realise a resilience strategy – a configuration of mechanisms,
which address a challenge. Consequently, we conducted a survey of policy-based management
frameworks and their suitability for resilience; we summarise our findings here. In addition, the
project has developed a resilience management architecture that can be used to realise our
resilience control loop, shown in Figure 2. Similarly, the main components of the architecture
that relate to decision making are summarised. Finally, a realisation of the architecture using
the Or-BAC policy framework is briefly discussed.

4.1 Policy-based Resilience Management

Challenges to the operation of a network can occur rapidly and with little warning, requiring
a fast response in order to maintain acceptable service levels. This dynamic behaviour is
embodied in the D2R2

+ DR strategy adopted by the ResumeNet project – namely the on-
line detection of challenges, and real-time remediation and recovery. In many cases, this
adaptation needs to be undertaken in real-time by the network itself, e.g., in response to
a DDoS attack or device failure. However, the invocation of remediation mechanisms may
require the intervention of a suitably authorised human operator. In some cases, to mitigate a
challenge, complex multi-phase strategies are required, which combine various monitoring and
detection mechanisms that influence the behaviour of remediation mechanisms [YFSF+11].
Moreover, down-time of resilience mechanisms in order to (re-)configure such strategies is
undesirable, given the unpredictable nature of challenges – down-time leaves the network
exposed.

To address these issues, the ResumeNet project advocates the use of policy-based network
management techniques for the configuration of resilience strategies. These techniques al-
low descriptions of real-time adaptation strategies, including points when human intervention
is required, which are separate from the implementation of the mechanisms that realise the
strategy. This separation allows changes to be made to strategies without the need to take
resilience mechanisms o↵-line [D+01]. In short, two forms of policy are supported: authorisa-
tion (or access control) and obligation policies. Authorisation policies describe prohibition and
permission rules for actors, e.g., resilience mechanisms, associated with the network. Obliga-
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tion policies describe what actions should be taken by actors in response to events, e.g., the
detection of a challenge, given certain conditions exist, such as the time of day. Combinations
of these policies are used to define a resilience strategy.

In Deliverable D1.3b [SSSF+11], we document our assessment of the suitability of three
significant policy-based management frameworks for realising network resilience strategies:
XACML, Ponder2 and Or-BAC. Ponder2 [D+01] is predominately a policy framework that
implements obligation policies, which can support access control rules for the actors (resilience
mechanisms) it controls. In contrast, XACML [Lis10] and Or-BAC [KBM+03] are access
control policy frameworks to which obligation policy support is being added. We suggest
that there is not a single policy framework that could be used for all network deployments and
applied to a comprehensive set of resilience problems, and that while many of our requirements
for resilience are met by the frameworks, none meet them all. Our main findings regarding
each policy framework are summarised in Table 1.

Table 1: Summary of findings of policy framework analysis presented in Deliverable
D1.3b [SSSF+11]

Framework Summary
XACML Access-control based framework that makes use of XML to describe poli-

cies. Obligation policy support currently being developed. Some conflict
resolution support built in. XOML, the obligation support component of
XACML, lacks support for an obligation subject which would simplify inte-
gration significantly.

Ponder2 Intended to be a lightweight so it can execute on resource constrained
devices. Consequently, lacks some of the more sophisticated support func-
tionality, e.g., conflict resolution. Introduces the concept of hierarchical
domains of control, which can make the process of policy definition more
tractable. Main focus is on obligation policy support.

Or-BAC Largely targeted at realising security policies by defining various contexts,
such as nominal and threat contexts, which are invoked when challenges are
detected. Enables the expression of an abstract global policy view, which
is made concrete, i.e., decision and enforcement points are configured, at
run-time.

In addition to the findings regarding specific policy-based management frameworks, we
have identified a number of items for research in the area of policy-based management and
its application to network resilience. (Some of these concerns have been investigated in other
contexts, also.)

Perhaps one of the most challenging tasks is to take a high-level resilience target, expressed
using various metrics as discussed in Section 2, and determine a network configuration that
will realise the target. From a technical perspective, this will have two aspects: selection of
resilience mechanisms to deploy, e.g., defensive measures, and a configuration that organises
them, e.g., into a multi-stage resilience strategy as discussed earlier. A way to approach the
latter problem is to recursively elaborate on goals by iteratively transforming high-level goals
into more concrete ones – this technique has been used to determine implementable policies
that realise Quality of Service (QoS) requirements [BLMR04, BLR+06]. For resilience, this
task is more di�cult as we must generalise these concepts to address not only network-related
QoS requirements, but co-ordinate multi-level resilience aspects of a network, both at the
network and service levels.
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Another key problem, which requires future work, relates to identifying potentially conflict-
ing behaviours that are expressed in policies. We envisage an abundance of policies controlling
various aspects of a network that address a number of concerns, including resilience issues.
Conflicting behaviours may be expressed between those policies related to resilience and other
issues, such as organisational security requirements. Furthermore, considering resilience is-
sues alone, we foresee two forms of conflicting behaviour occurring: (1) vertically between
network and service-level resilience mechanisms; and (2) horizontally across stages of the
D2R2

+ DR strategy [SSSF+11]. Existing work has categorised the di↵erent forms of con-
flicting behaviour that could occur [AGLL05], but lacks domain-specific knowledge, which is
required to identify that a particular network-level mechanism, e.g., tra�c shaping, could in-
hibit the operation of service-level mechanism, e.g., virtual machine replication. Developing a
systematic approach to identifying this domain-specific knowledge is an area for future work.

As a starting point for evaluating resilience strategies – and identifying the domain-specific
resilience knowledge just mentioned – the project has developed a policy-based resilience sim-
ulator, which couples a network simulator (OMNeT++ [OMN]) with the Ponder2 policy man-
agement framework [SFSM11]. In short, resilience mechanisms are implemented as modules
in the OMNeT++ simulator; they generate events, e.g., the detection of an anomaly, that
are sent to Ponder2, triggering policies and causing actions to be invoked back in the simula-
tor, e.g., tra�c shaping. This simulation environment was used in our work to evaluate our
multi-stage approach to challenge analysis and remediation [YFSF+11, SFM+10], whereby a
number of resilience mechanisms were implemented, which triggered policies that orchestrated
a multi-stage approach to detect and remediate high-tra�c volume network challenges, such
as a DDoS attack.

4.2 Resilience Management Architecture

The ResumeNet project has developed a resilience management architecture, depicted in Fig-
ure 12. This architecture can be used as a basis for implementing the resilience control loop
shown in Figure 2, which can be used to realise dynamic adaptation of a network and associated
resilience mechanisms. Here, we briefly summarise its components; for a detailed description
of the architecture, see Deliverable D2.3b [DSS+10].

The central component of the architecture is the Network Resilience Manager, which makes
use of a policy-based decision engine, realised using one of the policy management frameworks
discussed earlier, to activate management actions on the Managed Entities embedded in the
network. Managed entities can include resilience mechanisms at both the network and service
level, as well as functionality exposed by existing network and service elements, such as routers
and servers. To assist decision making by the resilience manager, we propose to use Consul-
tants that, for example, pro-actively collect state about the network and resilience mechanisms.
An example consultant developed by the project is the Rope Ladder Routing (RLR) mecha-
nism [LSZB10] – a multi-path forwarding strategy that builds a primary and secondary path
between endpoints with “rungs” between paths. Information derived by the RLR mechanism
can be used when device failure is detected to inform path selection. The resilience estimator,
which is used to determine whether a resilience target is being met (depicted in Figure 2), is
also implemented as part of the resilience manager.

Ongoing work is investigating a design for the resilience estimator, which is shown in Fig-
ure 13. As discussed in Section 2, a resilience target describes the behaviour of a set of
metrics {m0 . . .mn�1} at various levels of the protocol stack, e.g., from average node degree
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Figure 13: The resilience estimator, which forms part of the network resilience manager.

to end-to-end delay, that constitute a desired < value. In reality, this information is expressed
in a Service Level Agreement (SLA). For each metric mi, we propose to have a corresponding
Metric Comparator that takes measurement information collected from distributed monitoring
mechanisms – Information Sources in Figure 12 – and the behaviour described in the SLA
for mi, and determines whether a Metric Change Event should be generated. A metric com-
parator can use transitions between service states – acceptable, impaired and unacceptable –
from our metrics framework to generate metric change events. Furthermore, temporal and
spatial constraints could be described, e.g., generate an event after one minute of degraded
performance for a given subnetwork. We envisage the combination of information derived from
Challenge Analysis (described in Section 6) about the existence and nature of challenges, and
the resilience estimator will drive the selection of policies by the resilience manager, which
configures the managed entities in the network.
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4.3 Architecture Deployment

We envisage the management architecture proposed here, which realises the resilience control
loop, could be deployed in a number of ways. For example, an ISP could realise the architecture
within its own domain e.g., with a centralised resilience manager that controls its network
elements (managed entities). Furthermore, a similar deployment style could be adopted on a
university or corporate network, ensuring resilience for the local area networks on the campus.
For other types of network deployments, for example, in an opportunistic or mobile ad-hoc
network, a selection of the management architecture functionality could be realised on a single
node, potentially calling on the capabilities of other devices to implement some resilience
functionality. At the service level, applications operate on an end-to-end basis, and their
implementation can span multiple administrative domains, in which case functionality needs
to be distributed across these multiple domains.

To facilitate this multi-domain interaction e.g., between nodes in a MANET or components
of a service that span multiple administrative domains, we propose to build on the concept of
resilience patterns [SF09] – reusable descriptions of the configuration of resilience mechanisms
that address a well-known challenge. Resilience patterns define the relationship mechanisms
have, e.g., peer-to-peer or client-server, the policies they should exchange and the interfaces
they expose. Explicitly defining the nature of the relationships between components of the
management architecture in this way could expedite multi-domain interactions. This is part
of our ongoing work; an initial proposal regarding the application of resilience patterns to the
configuration of components of the management architecture is discussed by Schae↵er-Filho et
al. in [SFSM+12].

4.4 Resilience Management using Or-BAC

Within the project we have explored approaches to realising aspects of the resilience man-
agement architecture, using contextual security policies (i.e., an access control policy-based
approach) that makes use of the Or-BAC formalism. The use of contextual security policies
for network resilience requires the adaptation of policy contexts to dynamic system opera-
tion. Challenges modify the currently held policy contexts, causing new security policies to be
triggered, as specified in the Or-BAC formalism, described in Deliverable D1.3b [SSSF+11].
Figure 14 presents a summary of the approach we have taken.

This architecture proposes two main modules, which are the Policy Instantiation Engine
(PIE) and the Policy Decision Point (PDP), which collectively implement the network resilience
manager functionality. The PIE implements an Or-BAC access policy, and dynamically adapts
this policy according to the information retrieved from Intrusion Detection Message Exchange
Format (IDMEF) alert messages [DCF07]. These message originate from the Distributed
Store for Challenges and their Outcome (DISco), which is described in ResumeNet Deliverable
D2.2b [SFM+10]. The PDP retrieves the newly triggered policy rules and explores techniques
to deploy the new policy, based on the capabilities of the Policy Enforcement Points, i.e.,
resilience mechanisms embedded in the network, such as firewalls and servers.

This approach is being applied to the experiments being conducted within the project on
ensuring the resilience of a publish-subscribe platform, which supports an Internet of Things
application [RPFL10]. The changing environment of the publish-subscribe platform, such as
events from various sources and frequent accesses by new customers, requires a dynamic secu-
rity policy. Furthermore, this need is motivated by the diversity of threats facing the platform.
The response to these threats can be achieved by applying a security policy using contextual
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Figure 14: Access Policies Adaptation Framework [DSS+10]

rules, allowing both to specify the system’s normal behaviour and its nominal behaviour in
the presence of threats. The process for defining and invoking dynamic behaviour based on
contextual policies includes several steps: (1) the specification of the nominal behaviour of the
system, i.e., the normal security policy applied to the platform in the absence of any external
risk; (2) the specification of the policy in reaction to threats, i.e., safety rules related to threat
contexts; (3) definition of the mapping functions connecting the threat contexts to certain
attributes of IDMEF alert messages; (4) deployment of the dynamic security policy, preceded
by a translation phase of this policy into a set of configurations that apply to the various
checkpoints (routers) of the platform; and (5) disabling threat contexts after a latency phase
depending on the level of risk that activated this context. This process is discussed in further
detail in ResumeNet deliverable D3.2 [DDK+10].

4.5 Summary

In this section, we have summarised the project’s e↵orts toward the management of networks
for resilience. Implicitly, one of the underlying assumptions of our work is that dynamic real-
time adaptation is necessary, and can be realised through the use of policies and our proposed
management architecture. However, to be deployed successfully, such management techniques
must work alongside or augment existing approaches that are, for example, used by network
operators – approaches that typically heavily involve human operators, following well-defined
incident management processes. Identifying how our proposed management architecture could
augment existing approaches is an area for future work.

As a starting point, one might consider that well-understood and proven resilience strategies
– technical solutions that successfully mitigate a challenge – would be captured in policies
and invoked dynamically upon detection of a challenge. These could reflect current incident
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management processes, with “hooks” into the strategy specified where humans are required for
decision making, e.g., when invoking remediation mechanisms. A di�culty lies in determining
how e↵ective a resilience strategy is. Our policy-driven resilience simulator could be used to
give an indication of this. Successful strategies that have been shown to be e↵ective, either
via simulation or deployment, could be encoded into resilience patterns, thus increasing their
chance of (further) real-world application.

Key resilience management deliverables

C. Doerr, M. Schöller, P. Smith, N. Kheir, J. Lessmann, and C. Rohner. Remediation, recovery,
and measurement framework. ResumeNet Project Deliverable, September 2010

M. Schöller, P. Smith, A. Schae↵er-Filho, N. Kheir, and S. Natouri. Policies for resilience
(Final). ResumeNet Project Deliverable, August 2011
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5 Multilevel Resilience Mechanisms
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In this section, we discuss vari-
ous multilevel resilience mechanisms,
which include defensive measures
and techniques for remediating chal-
lenges. Although not highlighted in
the diagram, approaches that con-
tribute to challenge analysis are also
discussed.

Information about high-impact challenges derived from the risk assessment process defined
in Section 3 can be used to identify the nature of the resilience mechanisms that are required
for a network deployment. Since challenges may vary broadly from topology-level link failures
to application-level malware, measures against anticipated high-impact challenges need to
be applied at di↵erent levels and phases: in the network topology design phase, and within
protocols; across a network domain, as well as at individual nodes.

A selection of resilience mechanisms developed on the ResumeNet project is summarised
in this section using a series of fact sheets. For each of the mechanisms developed in the
project, we briefly describe its purpose; the innovative aspects of the mechanism; suggest a
deployment timescale, i.e., to what extent it is readily usable; and the classes of challenge
it can be applied to (see Section 3). Initially, we present network resilience mechanisms, we
then continue by showing service resilience mechanisms.

From the project outset, we have understood multilevel aspects to be an important for
network resilience. A great deal of research is required to understand the potential benefits
of multilevel information sharing and control by resilience mechanisms, which has been shown
in a number of contexts [BBF+10], versus the additional complexity it introduces to network
design. To this end, we have worked on a cross-layer framework that can be used to understand
the optimal layers to introduce resilience functionality. In this section, we briefly introduce the
formalism that forms the basis of the cross-layer framework.
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5.1 Network Resilience Mechanisms

The following is a set of network-level mechanisms developed in ResumeNet.

Name Survivable Network Design (SND) [Gou10]
Description During network planning, SND is used to optimise network operations,

such as routing and transport, in the presence of high-impact chal-
lenges.

Challenges The basic mechanism [Gou10] can be applied to consider the resilience
of a network’s design to di↵erent classes of challenge, e.g., identified
during a risk assessment process. The novel aspect introduced by the
project is its application to malicious attacks, i.e., selfish behaviour.

Innovation Expansion of the methodology to derive a cooperation-friendly routing
scheme for wireless mesh networks (WMNs) to mitigate selfish nodes,
accounting for radio interference [PGLK10]

Deployment Near-term

Name Game-theoretical node protection [OOVM09]
Description Malware continues to have a pernicious e↵ect on resilience. To help

address this problem, we use game theory dynamics to devise node
protection schemes against malware propagation

Challenges This mechanism is intended to improve the resilience of networks to
malicious attacks.

Innovation The achieved node protection is shown to heavily depend on the under-
lying topology, with direct implications for the network design process.

Deployment Near-term

Name Rope-ladder routing [LSZB10]
Description A multi-path forwarding structure which combines link and node pro-

tection in a way that the loss gap and QoS penalty, e.g., delay, during
fail-over is minimised

Challenges This mechanism can be used to improve the resilience of multi-hop
wireless (mesh) networks to a range of challenge types, including com-
ponent faults, hardware destruction, failure of a provider service, e.g.,
a routing daemon, and communication environment related issues.

Innovation Existing work largely focuses on overall packet loss measures. This is
inadequate for real-time tra�c like voice flows, for which minimising
consecutive packet loss in the time between a failure occurring and
switching to a backup path is crucial.

Deployment Medium-term
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Name Path diversity mechanism [RJS09]
Description A mechanism that can be used to select multiple paths between a

given ingress and egress node pair using a quantified diversity measure
to achieve maximum flow reliability.

Challenges In a similar manner to rope-ladder routing, this mechanism can be used
to improve the resilience of networks to a range of challenge types,
including component faults, hardware destruction, failure of a provider
service and localised communication environment related issues.

Innovation Takes into account higher level requirements for low-latency or maximal
reliability in selecting appropriate paths.

Deployment Medium-term

Name QoS

2: Integrating QoS with Quality of Security [THAB10]
Description A Quality of Protection (QoP) framework that tunes between secu-

rity requirements and Quality of Service (QoS) using a multi-attribute
decision making model.

Challenges The QoS

2 framework aims to improve the performance of networks in
response to various forms of malicious attack.

Innovation Makes autonomic decisions about the level of security required given
the current threat level. Unlike previous work that performs this trade-
o↵, does not introduce new vulnerabilities.

Deployment Medium-term

Name Detection and TRAceBack (DTRAB) mechanism [FTV+10]
Description An anomaly detection approach that makes use of strategically placed

Monitoring Stubs (MSs) to detect attacks on “encrypted protocols”
and trace the origin of the attack.

Challenges DTRAB is intended to detect malicious attacks to secure cryptographic
protocols.

Innovation Many existing intrusion detection systems that are deployed use payload
data to detect malicious behaviour. However, for protocols that encrypt
packet payload this is not a viable solution. DTRAB uses a novel
detection approach that identifies deviations from the normal behaviour
of protocols.

Deployment Medium-term
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5.2 Service Resilience Mechanisms

Below are service-level mechanisms that have been developed in ResumeNet.

Name Cooperative SIP (CoSIP) [FNKC07]
Description An extension of the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP), whereby end-

points are organised into a peer-to-peer (P2P) network. The P2P
network stores location information and is used when the SIP server
infrastructure is unavailable.

Challenges CoSIP is intended to improve the resilience of a SIP infrastructure to a
range of challenges, including component faults, hardware destruction,
human mistakes, and the failure of a provider service, e.g., the DNS.

Innovation Optimal setting of the number of replica nodes in the P2P network
for given service reliability levels, inline with an enhanced trace-driven
reliability model.

Deployment Near-term

Name Virtual service migration [FAHF10]
Description Enables redundancy and spatial diversity by relocating service instances

on-the-fly, such that a continuous acceptable service can be provided
to its users.

Challenges Wide-area virtual service migration could improve the resilience of ser-
vices to a range of challenge classes, in addition to the hardware fail-
ures, which it is typically applied to. Components faults caused by
software bugs may not be mitigated by virtualisation techniques alone;
implementation diversity is required in this case.

Innovation Existing approaches are tailored toward resilience to hardware failures
within data centres. The derivation of service migration strategies from
migration primitives, providing resilience against a variety of challenges.

Deployment Medium-term

Name Perco Pastry [GHK11]
Description A mechanism that creates redundant overlay network paths in case

of failures on a primary path. Additional overlays paths are sought
using increasingly intensive search strategies depending on the severity
of connectivity issues. The protocol is implemented as an extension to
the Pastry [RD01] Distributed Hash Table (DHT) algorithm.

Challenges Perco Pastry can be applied in the presence of a number of di↵erent
classes, including hardware faults, e.g., of various systems along an end-
to-end path. Also, nodes that are conducting a malicious attack, e.g.,
by not forwarding tra�c, could be circumvented using Perco Pastry.

Innovation Existing approaches, such as Resilient Overlay Networks
(RON) [ABKM01] have been limited in scale. Perco Pastry is
intended to scale to large overlay networks. Furthermore, it adjusts
how aggressively it tries to find an end-to-end path based on the
severity of connectivity issues.

Deployment Near-term
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5.3 Minimising Multilevel Resilience Complexity

One of the problems of applying multilevel resilience mechanisms, which share information and
control across protocol layer boundaries, is that they increase the complexity of networks, which
can potentially lead to unexpected and undesirable emergent behaviours. To help address this
issue, we are developing a cross-layer framework, based on a formalism, that can be used to
evaluate the tradeo↵ of increased complexity compared to an increase in resilience. At the core
of this is determining the optimal layer to introduce some resilience functionality, e.g., error
correction or path diversity.

In the framework, we model dials to provide information to higher layers, and knobs to
influence the operation of lower layers. These cross-layer knobs and dials will enable the
selection and tuning of specific resilience mechanisms that are appropriate for a current network
state. For a given scenario, it can be apparent what cross-layer knobs and dials are needed.
With this understanding it becomes an iterative process to reduce the complexity of the cross-
layer control loops, which will involve re-evaluating the layer at which it is most appropriate
to implement a mechanism. For example, consider a path diversification mechanism: the
optimal use of paths requires information from both the routing and transport layers, and a
path diversification algorithm itself may operate in either of the layers. By evaluating the
cross-layer controls needed, we can determine which layer the functionality should reside in to
minimise the complexity of the knobs and dials needed. We formalise the representation of
knobs and dials as follows.

The set of all knobs
K = K [ k

is the union of out-of-band K and in-band k. The set of all dials

D = D [ d

is the union of out-of-band D and in-band d. Knobs and dials are defined on the boundary
between layers Li and Lj where i and j are either numbers, e.g., {1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 4, 7, 8} or
layer designators, e.g., {HBH, NET, APP}. An individual knob or dial between layers Li and
Lj is then Ki!j(desc) where ‘desc’ is a descriptor, e.g. Bit Error Rate (BER). Therefore, the
set of all out-of-band knobs and dials between layers i and j

K = [8K2KKi!j

represents a vertical relationship when i 6= j and represents a horizontal relationship when
i = j.

To carry this further, we can fully represent a layer n protocol instance at time t in terms
of its knobs and dials, as well as its state s(t) and context cn(t). For Ln, we can define state
with respect to time as:

s(t+ 1) = f(Kn+1!n,Dn n�1, s(t), cn)

where f is a function specific to the internal algorithm of that particular protocol.

Figures 15(a) and 15(b) illustrate these relationships, which we have applied to mechanisms
such as explicit cross-layer support for error control [BBF+10]. In this work, we aimed to
evaluate which combination of error control mechanism – Forward Error Correction (FEC)
or Automatic Repeat reQuest (ARQ) – operating at either (or a combination of) the hop-
by-hop (HBH) or end-to-end (E2E) layer provides optimal performance given certain service
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Figure 15: Cross-layer formalism

requirements, e.g., regarding timeliness and acceptable loss rates. Future work will aim to
generalise the use of the cross-layer framework to understand how it can be applied to other
cross-layer concerns, e.g., the optimality of path diversity provided at the overlay (application)
layer provided by Perco Pastry [GHK11] versus the physical layer e.g., using the Survivable
Network Design (SND) tool [Gou10].

5.4 Summary

In this section, we have summarised a number of novel resilience mechanisms that have been
developed on the project. They are intended to operate both at the network and service level,
and span a number of the stages of the D2R2

+ DR strategy. Future work should investigate
how mechanisms at the network and service levels could interact synergistically to improve
resilience. Multilevel resilience introduces complexities that make understanding emergent
behaviours that may be undesirable potentially less tractable, compared to strictly layered
networks. To help address this issue and minimise complexity, we are developing a multilevel
framework, based on a formalism for cross-layer sharing and control, which can be used to
understand the optimal layers to place resilience functionality.
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Key deliverables related to resilience mechanisms

C. Doerr, E. Gourdin, G. Popa, J. Omic, J. P.G. Sterbenz, J. P. Rohrer, T. Taleb, and P. Van
Mieghem. Second draft on defensive measures for resilient networks. ResumeNet Project
Deliverable, August 2010

A. Fischer, Y. Al-Hazmi, and A. Fessi. P2P Overlays and Virtualization for Service Resilience.
ResumeNet Project Deliverable, August 2010

S. Günther, R. Holz, and N. Kammenhuber. Overlay-based end-to-end connectivity. ResumeNet
Project Deliverable, March 2011

R. Bruncak, N. Bohra, A. Fischer, S. Simpson, J. P. Rohrer, J. P.G. Sterbenz, D. Hutchison, and
H. De Meer. Cross-layer optimization and multilevel resilience. ResumeNet Project Deliverable,
August 2010
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6 Challenge Detection
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Challenge analysis is used to de-
termine the nature of the chal-
lenges that are impacting a network
and supported services. This is in
contrast to the resilience estimator,
whose primary purpose is to deter-
mine if the resilience target is being
met. Together they inform manage-
ment decisions.

The detect stage of the D2R2
+DR strategy involves many aspects. Throughout the project,

our understanding of the purpose and means of realising this stage has evolved considerably.
In particular, we have found theories of situational awareness [End95, Bas00] to be informative
when considering the purpose of the detect stage. In short, situational awareness is used to
inform decision making and action taking, i.e., remediation and recovery, either by a human
operator or automatically using the resilience management architecture discussed in Section 4.
Perhaps the most prominent theory of situational awareness, proposed by Endsley, describes
three levels of awareness [End95]:

1. perception of elements in the current situation;

2. comprehension of the current situation;

3. and the projection of future status.

As one advances through these levels, decision making capabilities are improved. Our
work on the project has largely focused on mechanisms and architectures for perception and
comprehension. We propose two key sources of information for situational perception for
network resilience: (1) multilevel network measurement information, using monitoring tools
such as X-Trace [FPK+07], and (2) context information, which is external to the network,
such as weather data [JRO+09]. These two forms of information – network and context – are
used as inputs to various techniques that are used to build situational comprehension.

To assist decision making for resilience, we see three main outputs of comprehension: (1)
detection of the presence of a challenge, e.g., provided by anomaly and intrusion detection
systems; (2) identification of the characteristics of the challenge, e.g., provided by classifica-
tion [NA08] and data fusion [TSB+06] techniques; and (3) the impact a challenge is having on
the network and associated services, which is provided by the resilience estimator (Figure 13).
This view of the purpose of the detect stage in relation to situational awareness is summarised
in Figure 16.

While we have not focused on projection as part of our activities, we acknowledge it plays
a critical role in correct decision making. We envisage outcomes from our risk assessment
process and threat analysis techniques would be used to inform mechanisms that anticipate
the trajectory a challenge will take, and its impact on the network. This is an important area
for future research.
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Figure 16: The detect stage of the D2R2
+ DR strategy placed in the context of situational

awareness [End95]

6.1 Information for Situational Perception

The two key sources of information for situational perception are multilevel network measure-
ments and context information. Arguably, network measurements are the primary information
source used to determine the nature of challenges and the e↵ect they are having on a network
and associated services, with context providing supplementary evidence to a�rm or further
explain phenomena observed from measurement data. Measurement information should be
gathered from various levels of the protocol stack and from di↵erent geographical (topologi-
cal) locations. With this in mind, two important questions arise: (1) what should be measured
in order to inform situational awareness?; and (2) how should the information be gathered and
communicated to the various components of our resilience architecture? We address these two
questions in the following sections.

What to measure for resilience

To address the first question on what to measure, output from our findings on resilience
metrics, discussed in Section 2, can be applied. Specifically, we can use results from the Graph
Explorer about the relationship multilevel metrics have to help make decisions. Recall the
metric envelopes shown in Figure 7(a) that show the behaviour of metrics at di↵erent levels
of the protocol stack for the GÉANT2 example. The Graph Explorer indicates to what extent
the behaviour of metrics at di↵erent levels is correlated. In Figure 7(a), correlated metrics are
shown with a blue arrow – application-level end-to-end jitter and physical-level connectivity
are, in this case. This understanding of the relationship between metrics at di↵erent levels can
be used to identify what to measure in order to develop situational awareness.

Let us consider a perhaps simplistic example application of the use of the Graph Explorer for
determining what to measure. The aim is to measure a minimum set of metrics that indicate
some perturbation has occurred with respect to a set of SLAs, based on the assumption
measuring correlated metrics that exhibit overlapping behaviour is not informative. Using
our risk assessment process (see Section 3), a set of probable high-impact challenges can
be determined C = {c0 . . . cn�1}. Furthermore, a resilience target, expressed as a series of
Service Level Agreements (SLAs), e.g., for di↵erent customers and services, will have been
defined S = {s0 . . . sn�1}, with each SLA si describing the desired behaviour of a set of metrics
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Figure 17: An approach that uses the Graph Explorer tool to determining what multilevel
metrics should be measured to inform situational awareness

si = {m0 . . .mn�1}. Also, a model of the network N to be evaluated will have been developed
for use in the the Graph Explorer4. The tuple, or scenario, (ci, S,N) can be given to the Graph
Explorer 8ci 2 C, producing a set of metric envelope sets for each scenario E = {e0 . . . e|C|�1},
where |E| = |C| and ei is the set of envelopes for the metrics defined in S (see Equation 2).
Taking output from the GraphExplorer about which metrics are correlated, we can produce a
set of metric envelope sets E0 = {e0o . . . e0|C|�1} that contains only the correlated metrics from

each scenario. To get a minimum set of metrics to measure E

00, we can take the intersection
of the correlated sets of metrics from each scenario (Equation 3); exceptionally, we choose a
single metric to add to E

00 under the conditions shown in Equation 4, and select a metric from
e

0
i and e

0
i+1 given the condition shown in Equation 5 holds. (The choice of metric to include

could relate to the probability a perturbation in a metric is indicative of a particular challenge.)
An overview of this approach to determining what to measure is presented in Figure 17.

|ei| =
X

si2S
|si| (2)

E

00
=

\

e0i2E0

e

0
i (3)

|e0i
\

e

0
i+1| > 1 (4)

e

0
i

\
e

0
i+1 = {;} (5)

This simple example shows how an approach can be derived to computationally determine
what multilevel metrics should be measured for network resilience, based on an aspect of our
metrics framework. While the metrics framework can provide support to answer this question,
a great deal of further work is required to answer it satisfactorily in reality. For example, it is
not clear which metrics should form part of the initial SLA set S; e↵ort developing resilience
classes, described in Section 2, could help. Furthermore, understanding what to measure

4
Depending on the metrics to be evaluated, the Graph Explorer can use a combination of structural analysis,

simulation or testbed emulation.
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may practically be heavily influenced by determining what can we measure, given problems
associated with organisational boundaries that inhibit information sharing, privacy issues, and
the extent networks and services are instrumented for measurement, for example. We do not
have carte blanche when deciding what to measure.

As discussed earlier, context information can provide important supplementary evidence to
a�rm awareness derived from multilevel network measurement information. There has been a
great deal of work showing various functional and performance improvements through the use
of context information for mobile (ad-hoc) networks [ECD+01, KK02, CEM03]. With regard
to resilience, earlier work has demonstrated how the use of weather information, an example
of context, improves the resilience of millimetre wave wireless mesh networks, which perform
poorly in heavy rain [JRO+09]. In short, information regarding the trajectory of weather fronts
is used to make pre-emptive routing decisions to avoid potentially a↵ected regions of the mesh.
Another use of context could include using information regarding news events to rationalise an
unusually high-volume of network tra�c that is causing problems. Anecdotal evidence suggests
this form of information is used frequently in Network Operation Centres (NOCs) by human
operators. Therefore, we propose a key area for further work is to investigate the systematic
use of context information for resilience.

Measuring and sharing multilevel measurement information

Network measurements should be taken at multiple levels of the protocol stack, and in diverse
geographical and topological locations – typically these are related. We have explored various
monitoring tools that can be used to conduct these measurements, our results are discussed in
Deliverable D1.4 [BBF+10]. In summary, various forms of monitoring tools should be used,
which either operate in a centralised [CFSD90] or distributed [SWKA00, SPS+01] fashion,
collecting logging, tracing and profiling information. Monitoring tools can be further classified
as being either node or task-centric; the latter providing causal measurement data associated
with a task, e.g., a session initiation request. Because of the complicated and distributed
nature of networks and services, we argue that “causal, end-to-end (cross domain) task-centric
monitoring must be an integral part of network services to enable resilience” [BBF+10]. As
a promising candidate for this, we have been exploring the use of X-Trace framework for
multilevel resilience monitoring [FPK+07], which reports the message and protocol header
flow between supported network layers, nodes and applications. Supported applications and
devices generate metadata, which is sent in-band with the actual data communication of
the application. When X-Trace enabled implementations [Fis10, Pet09] receive metadata-
enriched packets, they generate reports on the packet’s state and any actions taken. These
reports are sent out-of-band to either a centralised reporting server or a requesting party. The
distinguishing feature of X-Trace is that it records the causal relations among these events
in a deterministic fashion, across threads, software layers, di↵erent machines, and potentially
di↵erent network layers and administrative domains. Furthermore, it groups events into tasks,
which are sets of causally related events with a definite start.

As part of our studies on multilevel resilience, we investigated the suitability of various
architectures for multilevel information sharing and control [BBF+10]. These included ap-
proaches that allowed direct interactions between protocol levels [WR03], and others that
use a shared database architecture [DZK06, CSN02]. Bearing in mind the resilience princi-
ple [SHc+10] regarding trading o↵ complexity with a gain in functionality, we propose that a
shared database approach to multilevel information sharing to be more suitable for resilience.
Within the project, to disseminate multilevel information gathered by monitoring tools, such
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as X-Trace, and enable its persistent storage, e.g., for use as part of the diagnose and refine
stages of the D2R2

+ DR strategy, we have developed a distributed publish-subscribe system
called DISco (DIstributed Store for Challenge and their Outcomes) [SFM+10]. The publish-
subscribe approach enables components of our architecture (Figure 12) to be loosely coupled,
improving resilience to component failure. Information stored in DISco includes monitoring
data, and actions performed to detect and remediate challenges. Information sources may
report more data than we can a↵ord or wish to relay on the network, particularly during chal-
lenge occurrences. DISco is able to aggregate information from multiple sources to tackle this
problem. To assist the two phases of the outer loop, DISco employs a distributed peer-to-peer
storage system for longer-term persistence of data, which is aware of available storage capacity
and demand.

6.2 Challenge Identification Architecture

Building on information for situational perception, we propose an incremental approach to
challenge identification, one of the outputs of situational comprehension, whereby an evolving
understanding of the nature of a challenge is developed. The aim is to enable early remedia-
tion to protect infrastructure and services from potential collapse, using imperfect information,
and subsequently use more-specific remediation activities as a more detailed picture is con-
structed, i.e., as comprehension improves. In addition, this approach acknowledges the varying
computational overhead, timescales, and (potentially limited) accuracy of current detection
approaches [FFK+10]. Our work is similar in nature to that proposed by Gamer [Gam09].
However, we introduce greater flexibility and reusability of identification strategies by using
policies to orchestrate the identification process.

Figure 18 identifies the main architectural components of our incremental challenge identi-
fication approach. Challenge models that describe the challenges identified in the risk assess-
ment process (shown in Section 3) inform the operation of an identification engine. Within
the project, we have studied the use of the Chronicle Recognition System (CRS) [MD03] and
Incremental Hypothesis Updating (IHU) technique [SS04b] to fulfil these two roles; we sum-
marise them later in this section. Via the publish-subscribe system DISco, the identification
engine subscribes to alarms from a number of information sources, such as those discussed
earlier for perception (i.e., that supply monitoring and context information) and comprehen-
sion (e.g., anomaly detection and classification systems). Based on the models used by the
identification engine, information sources are used to develop an evolving picture of the nature
of challenges. When a challenge has been identified, or an hypothesis about the nature of
an ongoing challenge is reached, the identification engine publishes challenge information to
DISco. Using policies, the resilience manager configures the various information sources, e.g.,
invokes new detection and classification mechanisms, when a challenge event has been pub-
lished by the identification engine. Using this architecture, we envisage relatively lightweight
mechanisms being initially on that can be used to detect broader classes of challenge. When
the initial mechanisms indicate the onset of a challenge, further mechanisms are invoked to
gain a better understanding of its nature.

As an example of how the architecture can be applied, consider a high tra�c volume
challenge, such as a Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attack or a flash crowd event.
Initially, simple link monitoring mechanisms could generate an alarm if the volume of tra�c
goes over a given threshold. The link monitor is an information source in Figure 18, that
publishes alarms the identification engine component subscribes to. On detection of high
tra�c volumes, the link could be rate limited, e.g., by randomly dropping packets, to protect
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Figure 18: The ResumeNet challenge identification architecture

the challenge target or router resources. An anomaly detection system could then be invoked
to determine the target of the challenge, leading to more specific rate limiting of tra�c to this
destination. Finally, a more expensive and none real-time tra�c classifier could be used to
understand the nature of the flows causing the challenge, e.g., resulting in flows being blocked
if they are deemed to be malicious, or re-directed or no longer subjected to rate-limiting if
they are seen to be benign. The specific multi-stage configuration of detection mechanisms
(i.e., how the identification engine and resilience manager coordinate information sources) will
be dependent on the network deployment context. For example, in some deployments, e.g.,
on a relatively resource abundant ISP network, all the detection mechanisms described in the
example could be always-on. (Although, they will yield results at di↵erent timescales, which
leads to multi-stage remediation, as described above.) However, for example, in a resource-
scarce wireless mesh network or sensor network deployment, the necessary computational,
bandwidth and power resources may not be available.

To demonstrate the feasibility of the policy-driven incremental approach to challenge iden-
tification, we simulated the high tra�c volume challenge example using the policy-driven
network simulator discussed in Section 4. Figure 19 shows results from these simulations,
described in more detail by Yu et al. in [YFSF+11]. Fig. 19(a) shows the onset of a DDoS
attack on the ingress link of an ISP at approximately 130 seconds (1). The raising of an alarm
by a link monitor is seen at 139 seconds (2), whereby a sustained tra�c load in excess of a
threshold defined in policies has been reached. Shortly thereafter, the e↵ects of the initial rate
limiting of the ingress link by a rate limiter remedy can be observed. The limiter is configured
by policies to discard 70% of all incoming tra�c in order to protect downstream servers and
infrastructure. At 149 seconds (3), an intrusion detection system identifies the destination
IP address of the victim. This is achieved in this case by examining the destination address
of each incoming packet, and raising an event when one destination accounts for 60% of all
packets. The rate limiter is now reconfigured to drop 70% of the tra�c destined for the victim
only. Some legitimate tra�c that is not destined for the victim, which previously was blocked,
is now not filtered. Also, a classifier is initiated at (3) and flow exporting from the ingress
router is started. The policy used to trigger these actions is shown in Figure 20. Hereafter,
the classifier, receiving flow records from the flow exporter, attempts to identify the specific
attack flows. At 209 seconds (4), rate limiting is confined just to the attack flow and legiti-
mate tra�c to the Web service can continue. After 270 seconds (5), all the malicious tra�c
is blocked, shown in Fig. 19(a), and the remaining tra�c, shown in Fig. 19(b), pertains to
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Figure 19: Initial results from simulations that implement an incremental detection and re-
mediation approach to a resource starvation attack [YFSF+11]. Numbered labels pertain to
points in our multi-stage approach.

normal background tra�c.

1 on IntrusionDetectionMO . de t e c t i on ( IPAddress , EAccessLink )
2 do

3 {
4 RateLimiterMO . l im i t ( IPAddress , 70%) ;
5

6 FlowExporterMO . setTimeOut ( EAccessLink ,60 s ) ;
7 FlowExporterMO . setSampleRate ( EAccessLink ,75%) ;
8 }

Figure 20: Policy configuring a rate limiter and flow exporter, in response to a detection event
generated by an intrusion detection system

As discussed earlier, the identification engine (using challenge models) and the resilience
manager (using policies) configure the various information sources, such as those presented in
this example, that incrementally build understanding about the nature of a challenge. We have
investigated the use of the Incremental Hypothesis Updating (IHU) [SS04b] technique and the
Chronicle Recognition System (CRS) [MD03] as ways of realising the challenge models and
the identification engine. We now summarise these two approaches.

6.3 Incremental Hypothesis Updating (IHU)

Incremental Hypothesis Updating is a probabilistic fault localisation technique that can be
used to identify a set of faults that are the cause of symptoms observed by various monitoring
functionalities, e.g., as a consequence of SNMP traps. Faults f and their symptoms s are
modelled as a symptom-fault map, using a bipartite directed graph. One set of nodes in
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the map identifies the faults to be modelled, which are connected to the symptoms that are
observed if the fault manifests. Faults in the graph are annotated with the probability of a fault
independently occurring, and edges are weighted with the probability that a fault will cause
a symptom. An example symptom-fault map is shown in Figure 21. On receipt of a newly
observed symptom, the IHU technique immediately yields a set of the most likely hypotheses
explaining the observed symptoms to-date. This information is published to DISco and enables
the selection of remediation mechanisms. We refer the reader to [SS04b] for a description of
the IHU algorithm.

f1 f2 f3 f4

s1 s2 s3 s4 s5 s6 s7

0.04 0.02 0.03 0.02

Figure 21: An example symptom-fault map used as part of the Incremental Hypothesis Updat-
ing (IHU) fault-localisation approach. Example probabilities of faults (challenges) occurring
are shown. For clarity, the probability of a symptom pertaining to a challenge are not shown.
See Tables 2 and 3 for a description of the symptoms and challenges, respectively.

Symptom Description Cost (c)
s1 High utilisation of links 0.1
s2 Sharp increase in per-client request rate 0.5
s3 Steady per-client request rate 0.5
s4 Large number of connections from previously unseen ASes 0.7
s5 Abnormal number of TCP packets 0.6
s6 Abnormal number of UDP packets 0.6
s7 Abnormal page request distribution 0.7

Table 2: Symptoms associated with the challenges shown in Table 3 and Figure 21. They are
derived from observations described by [JKR02].

Challenge Description
f1 Flash crowd event
f2 TCP SYN attack
f3 HTTP flood attack
f4 UDP jumbo packet attack

Table 3: Challenge that could cause the symptoms shown in Table 2, as depicted in Figure 21.

In relation to the challenge identification architecture, depicted in Figure 18, the symptom-
fault map corresponds to the challenge model. Information sources generate symptoms that
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are used to trigger hypotheses being generated by the IHU algorithm, which realises the identi-
fication engine component. Symptoms in the symptom-fault map are extended by annotating
them with properties describing the mechanisms that are used to generate them. This includes
the cost c (example values are shown in Table 2), which may relate to computational or band-
width overhead, accuracy a, and timeliness t of the mechanism. These values are used to
select the mechanisms to invoke, given a hypotheses set, policies regarding the use of available
resources and the (measured) computational and network resources.

6.4 Chronicle Recognition System (CRS)

The Chronicle Recognition System (CRS), developed by France Telecom, is an event correlation
tool based on symptom-to-fault knowledge represented in the form of chronicles. A chronicle
is a set of events, interlinked by time constraints [CD00]. An example chronicle is shown
in Figure 22, in which events are partially sequenced and the time interval between A2 and
A5 must be in the range of one to three minutes. Events are represented by their name,
state/transition (from state 1 to state 2) and time/interval of occurrence. Time information
enables the sequencing of events and the ability to specify time spans between their occurrence.
In the context of the challenge identification architecture, we use chronicles to represent models
of challenges.

A1

A2 A3

A4 A5

[1", 3"]

Figure 22: An example chronicle showing sequencing of events and timing constraints [CD00]

A system to recognise chronicles, which realises the identification engine of our architecture,
is implemented using a framework called Time-stamped Event Stream System (TESS) [DM09].
TESS detects in real-time any subset of alarms of the input stream that matches the set of
constrained alarms of a chronicle model (i.e., according to all time constraints). A matching
of some alarms with an subset of a chronicle is known as a partial instance of the chronicle
model. When a complete match is found, the chronicle is recognised and any associated action
is performed by the system. In the context of the challenge identification architecture, partial
or full recognition of a chronicle results in a challenge event being published, which may lead
to the reconfiguration of information sources by the resilience manager.

6.5 Challenge Analysis Techniques

Research conducted as part of the ECODE project [ECO] aims to address the complexities of
on-line detection and classification issues discussed, and relates to our multi-stage challenge
identification approach. Specifically, within the project, they are developing an automated
classification approach, based on a two-step process: (1) detecting anomalies using a relatively
lightweight algorithm that requires easily derived tra�c information, and identifying flows
associated with the anomaly; and (2) use the flow information from the detection phase to
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derive metrics that can be used for signature-based classification. Specifically, they aim to
automatically classify network tra�c anomalies, such as DDoS attacks and network scans. We
refer the reader to [BKL+09] for a more detailed description of the approach adopted by the
ECODE project, including implementation and experimentation details. This activity relates
to our multi-stage approach to challenge identification, whereby the algorithm used for step
one of the ECODE approach could be initially enabled, and the classification steps could be
subsequently invoked on detection of anomaly. This configuration could be expressed using
policies, as we discuss next.

6.6 Summary

To inform decision making activities as part of the remediation and recovery stage of the
D2R2

+ DR strategy, it is necessary to build situational awareness, which consists of three
levels: perception, comprehension and projection. The two sources of information required for
perception for resilience are multilevel network measurements and context information. A key
question is to understand what information to measure to build situational awareness. Output
from the Graph Explorer tool about the relationship multilevel metrics have to each other can
be used to complement the processes used to make this decision. Ultimately, determining what
to measure is a complex problem, involving many factors including what can be measured and
the nature of SLAs that are in place. In specific scenarios and through anecdotal evidence,
context information has been shown to play an important supplementary role in developing
situational awareness. Further work is required on the systematic use of context information
for resilience.

There are many monitoring approaches that could be used for network resilience; we suggest
that causal task-centric monitoring tools, such as X-Trace, are important for determining the
root cause of challenges for multi-domain networks and services. To distribute and store
multilevel information we have developed DISco – a distributed publish-subscribe system –
that provides loose coupling of resilience mechanisms and a shared database-style approach to
information sharing: both properties that are understood to be beneficial for resilience.

To enable comprehension we have developed a challenge analysis architecture that can
be used to realise an incremental multi-stage approach to challenge identification. This in-
cremental approach can enable rapid remediation based on imperfect information to protect
infrastructure and services from collapse; this remediation can be refined as challenge iden-
tification is elaborated with more elaborate detection and classification techniques. We have
briefly introduced two approaches to realising this incremental approach, namely Incremen-
tal Hypothesis Updating (IHU) and the Chronicle Recognition System (CRS). Both of these
approaches use challenge models to build comprehension about the nature of an ongoing chal-
lenge. Arguably, chronicles is a more complete challenge model, describing causal and temporal
relationships of events that identify a challenge. Significant further work needs to be done to
develop these two models.
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Key challenge detection deliverables

B. Delosme, C. Dousson, N. Kheir, C. Lac, and P. Smith. Service surveillance and detection
of challenging situation (interim). ResumeNet Project Deliverable, July 2010

P. Smith, M. Fry, S. Martin, L. Chiarello, M. Fischer, C. Rohner, G. Popa, H. De Meer,
A. Fischer, and N. Bohra. New challenge detection approaches. ResumeNet Project Deliverable,
September 2010

R. Bruncak, N. Bohra, A. Fischer, S. Simpson, J. P. Rohrer, J. P.G. Sterbenz, D. Hutchison, and
H. De Meer. Cross-layer optimization and multilevel resilience. ResumeNet Project Deliverable,
August 2010
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7 Conclusions and Future Work

In this deliverable, we have presented our framework for resilient networking – the product
of reflections on the research outcomes of the technical work packages from the ResumeNet
project. It provides a schematic for the systematic engineering of resilient networks and services.
A resilience control loop, based on the D2R2

+DR strategy, is the focal point of the framework,
from which the other elements are derived. The elements of the framework and the way we
have chosen to realise them form the key contributions of our work ; we summarise these here,
along with items for important future work:

Multilevel metrics framework Being able to specify and measure desired levels of resilience
is of critical importance, and is understood to be an area in which there is little consensus
on how to approach it. We have developed a multilevel resilience metrics framework that
can be used to understand and describe the resilience of networks and services, and the
relationship metrics from di↵erent levels of the protocol stack have e.g., whether they
exhibit correlated or orthogonal behaviour. Accompanying the framework is a set of
tools, such as simulation models and libraries for examining metrics, that can be used
to evaluate a given network topology to various challenges. Our framework presents
a significant step towards being able to specify desired resilience targets by giving a
framework to describe metric behaviours, and then evaluate a network’s performance
with respect to them. Our metrics framework has begun to be of interest to ENISA and
network operators.

Future work: The Internet, and most networks in operation today, support a number
of services with di↵erent resilience requirements. Specification of resilience metrics for a
wide range of services and using them to inform decision making as part of the D2R2

+

DR strategy is likely to be complicated. To enable wider adoption of our framework
a simplification is required to address this potential complexity. The use of resilience
classes may be able to help reduce the complexity involved – if we can decide on a small
number of classes that each represents a significant cluster of services and the responses
that each would require whenever a challenge occurs. This approach would reduce the
number of inter-relationships between services that have to be taken into account when
specifying, decomposing or computing resilience.

Processes for understanding challenges Deployed resilience mechanisms should be targeted
at addressing the most probable high-impact challenges the network may face. In the
context of network resilience, the challenges that could occur transcend those normally
considered in other thematic areas, such as information security, fault tolerance and
disruption tolerant networks. Without considering this broad spectrum of challenges,
mechanisms could be inappropriately deployed. To manage this problem, we have de-
veloped a risk assessment process that can be used to identify high-impact challenges.
This process builds on an informal categorisation of the forms of challenges that one
must consider to ensure network resilience.

Future work: Perhaps the most di�cult aspect when trying to determine how a net-
work may be challenged is determining the probabilities a challenge will occur and then
understanding what impact they will have. A great deal of work is required in this area
in order to obtain realistic values for these. Regarding the former issue, we suggest
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that a resilience advisory service, that operates in a similar way to information security
advisories, would be a great help. Extensions to our resilience metrics tools, described
earlier, could help us to understand the impact of challenges, along with results from
wide-scale tests, such as the one carried out by ENISA in 2010 [Eur11].

Resilience management architecture The management of multilevel resilience mechanisms
that potentially interact across di↵erent administrative domains can be complicated.
Furthermore, the operation of resilience mechanisms should in many cases be done in
real-time with potentially limited human intervention; incorrect operation could have
significant negative consequences. To tackle these issues, we have developed a loosely
coupled network management architecture, which makes use of policies to specify multi-
stage resilience strategies – configurations of mechanisms that address a given chal-
lenge set. By using policies, strategies can be carefully crafted and evaluated, using a
policy-driven network simulator we have developed, without the need to take resilience
mechanisms o↵-line. To accompany our architecture, we have performed a critical eval-
uation of existing policy-driven management frameworks to determine their applicability
for resilience. We found they have many useful functionalities, but do not meet all our
requirements and a single framework cannot be applied in all deployment contexts.

Future work: We have evaluated policy-driven resilience strategies for the detection
and mitigation of high tra�c volume challenges, such as DDoS attacks targeted toward
an ISP infrastructure [YFSF+11]. To understand the generality and applicability of our
approach, we would like to apply it to a wider range of challenges, e.g., human mistakes,
in di↵erent network architectures, such as opportunistic networks. Furthermore, an
implementation of aspects currently realised in simulation alone would be desirable,
for example, using OpenFlow [MAB+08] to implement enhanced resilience functionality
in network devices, which are controlled by policies. Furthermore, we would like to
investigate approaches to transforming known successful resilience strategies into general
resilience patterns that can be applied to well-understood challenges. These patterns
could be distributed in a similar manner to detection signatures for intrusion detection
systems, and configured specifically at deployment time.

Resilience mechanisms We have developed a number of resilience mechanisms that can
be applied to a wide range of challenges. They span a number of stages of the
D2R2

+DR strategy and function at the network and service level. In particular, we have
produced mechanisms to address malicious behaviour in networks, such as monetary-less
cooperation incentives to mitigate selfish nodes in wireless mesh networks [PGLK10],
game-theoretic approaches to protection against malware propagation [OOVM09], and
an anomaly detection approach to detect and traceback attacks on encrypted proto-
cols [FTV+10]. Furthermore, our mechanisms can be applied at di↵erent levels of the
protocol stack in light of node and link failure, and include novel approaches to multi-
path routing in multi-hop wireless networks [LSZB10] and algorithms for creating resilient
large-scale overlay networks [GHK11]. In Section 5, we have highlighted the novel as-
pects of the mechanisms developed and their likely deployment timescales. An enemy of
network resilience is complexity; and using multilevel network control has the potential
to increase complexity and produce undesirable emergent behaviours. To address this
problem, we have developed a cross-layer framework, which uses a formalism to evaluate
the optimal layer to place resilience functionality, thus reducing replicated functionality
at di↵erent layers.
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Future work: A number of the resilience mechanisms could employed in a synergistic
way between the network and service level. For example, the Perco Pastry mechanism
that identifies redundant overlay connections in light of failures could be used in conjunc-
tion with the rope-ladder routing and Survivable Network Design (SND) mechanisms,
which operate at the network level. Investigating how this could be done using our
management architecture, based on information from the resilience metrics framework,
could be an area for future work. The use of our cross-layer framework has focused on
network and end-to-end resilience issues, future work should investigate how it could be
applied to protocols implemented at the application layer.

Challenge detection Our understanding of the purpose of the detect stage of the D2R2
+

DR strategy has improved over the lifetime of the project. We understand its primary
goal is to build situational awareness to inform decision making regarding remediation
and recovery. A model of situational awareness has proved very useful for identifying
the various aspects of detection and what their outputs should be. In short, we suggest
situational perception should be based on multilevel network measurements and context
information, which informs mechanisms for situational comprehension that aim to detect
the presence of a challenge, identify (or characterise) it, and determine its impact on a
network and services.

We have investigated what multilevel metrics should be measured for resilience, and
which tools should be used to collect and distribute this information. We propose that
output from our multilevel metrics framework can be used to support solving the dif-
ficult problem of determining what to measure. Furthermore, we suggest that causal
end-to-end task-centric monitoring tools, such as X-Trace [FPK+07] are important for
determining the root cause of challenges to complex multi-domain network services. To
enable information sharing between components of our resilience architecture, we have
developed a distributed publish-subscribe system that has persistent storage capabilities,
called DISco.

To identify challenges, we propose an incremental multi-stage approach that enables
rapid remediation to reduce the likelihood of challenges causing catastrophic failure.
Subsequently, remediation can be refined using improved challenge identification mech-
anisms. To support this multi-stage approach, we have developed an challenge iden-
tification architecture, which can be implemented using model-driven fault localisation
techniques, such as Incremental Hypothesis Updating (IHU) or the Chronicle Recognition
System (CRS).

Future work: The third level of situational awareness is situational projection, i.e.,
anticipating how a challenge’s behaviour will unfold and impact a network and services.
We have not investigated this important aspect of informing decision making for re-
silience; this an interesting and rich area for future research. Perhaps one of the most
di�cult aspects of using model-driven fault-localisation techniques, such as IHU and the
CRS, is developing the models that characterise challenges. Developing tool support for
this is an important area for future research, and could involve using machine learning
techniques to derive them from observed operational behaviour, and taking output from
our various toolsets to evaluate resilience metrics in order to identify pertinent symptoms
that characterise a challenge.

Finally, our work on the project (and the framework) is ongoing in two main ways, which
are not reflected in this deliverable. Our experimental evaluation of project results in a number
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of case studies will deliver its findings at the end of the project, including reflections on the
applicability of the metrics framework to opportunistic networks. We have not focused in this
deliverable in any great detail on the outer learning loop of the D2R2

+DR strategy – similarly,
we anticipate results regarding this aspect at the end of the project. These findings will be
documented in Deliverable D6.5, the final project deliverable, which will summarise our overall
project results.
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Appendix

In work package one, we have published two articles since the previous version of this deliver-
able, which relate to our resilience framework. They are appended to this deliverable.

P. Smith, D. Hutchison, J. P.G. Sterbenz, M. Schöller, A. Fessi, M. Karaliopoulos,
C. Lac, and B. Plattner. Network resilience: a systematic approach. IEEE Commu-
nications Magazine, 49(7):88–97, July 2011

This publication summarises our resilience framework, and introduces its application
to one of the experimentation scenarios that are being carried out.

M. Schöller, P. Smith, and D. Hutchison. Assessing Risk for Network Resilience. In
3rd International Workshop on Reliable Networks Design and Modeling, Budapest
(RNDM 2011), Budapest, Hungary, October 2011

This paper presents our risk assessment process, and applies it to a wireless mesh
network scenario.
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INTRODUCTION
Data communication networks are serving all
kinds of human activities. Whether used for pro-
fessional or leisure purposes, for safety-critical
applications or e-commerce, the Internet in par-
ticular has become an integral part of our every-
day lives, affecting the way societies operate.
However, the Internet was not intended to serve
all these roles and, as such, is vulnerable to a
wide range of challenges. Malicious attacks, soft-
ware and hardware faults, human mistakes (e.g.,
software and hardware misconfigurations), and

large-scale natural disasters threaten its normal
operation.

Resilience, the ability of a network to defend
against and maintain an acceptable level of ser-
vice in the presence of such challenges, is viewed
today, more than ever before, as a major require-
ment and design objective. These concerns are
reflected in, among other ways, in the Cyber
Storm III exercise carried out in the United
States in September 2010, and the “cyber stress
tests” conducted in Europe by the European
Network and Information Security Agency
(ENISA) in November 2010; both aimed pre-
cisely at assessing the resilience of the Internet,
this “critical infrastructure used by citizens, gov-
ernments, and businesses.”

Resilience evidently cuts through several the-
matic areas, such as information and network
security, fault tolerance, software dependability,
and network survivability. A significant body of
research has been carried out around these
themes, typically focusing on specific mecha-
nisms for resilience and subsets of the challenge
space. We refer the reader to Sterbenz et al. [1]
for a discussion on the relation of various
resilience disciplines, and to a survey by Cholda
et al. [2] on research work for network resilience.

A shortcoming of existing research and
deployed systems is the lack of a systematic view
of the resilience problem, that is, a view of how
to engineer networks that are resilient to chal-
lenges that transcend those considered by a sin-
gle thematic area. A non-systematic approach to
understanding resilience targets and challenges
(e.g., one that does not cover thematic areas)
leads to an impoverished view of resilience
objectives, potentially resulting in ill suited solu-
tions. Additionally, a patchwork of resilience
mechanisms that are incoherently devised and
deployed can result in undesirable behavior and
increased management complexity under chal-
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lenge conditions, encumbering the overall net-
work management task [3].

The EU-funded ResumeNet project argues for
resilience as a critical and integral property of
networks. It advances the state of the art by
adopting a systematic approach to resilience,
which takes into account the wide-variety of
challenges that may occur. At the core of our
approach is a coherent resilience framework,
which includes implementation guidelines, pro-
cesses, and toolsets that can be used to underpin
the design of resilience mechanisms at various
levels in the network. In this article, we first
describe our framework, which forms the basis
of a systematic approach to resilience. Central to
the framework is a control loop, which defines
necessary conceptual components to ensure net-
work resilience. The other elements — a risk
assessment process, metrics definitions, policy-
based network management, and information
sensing mechanisms — emerge from the control
loop as necessary elements to realize our system-
atic approach. We show how these elements
drive the design of a novel architecture and
mechanisms for resilience. Finally, we illustrate
these mechanisms in a concrete case study being
explored in ResumeNet: a future Internet smart
environments application.

FRAMEWORK FOR RESILIENCE
Our resilience framework builds on work by Ster-
benz et al. [1], whereby a number of resilience
principles are defined, including a resilience
strategy, called D2R2 + DR: Defend, Detect,
Remediate, Recover, and Diagnose and Refine.
The strategy describes a real-time control loop to
allow dynamic adaptation of networks in response
to challenges, and a non-real time control loop
that aims to improve the design of the network,
including the real-time loop operation, reflecting
on past operational experience.

The framework represents our systematic
approach to the engineering of network

resilience. At its core is a control loop compris-
ing a number of conceptual components that
realize the real-time aspect of the D2R2 + DR
strategy, and consequently implement network
resilience. Based on the resilience control loop,
other necessary elements of our framework are
derived, namely resilience metrics, understand-
ing challenges and risks, a distributed informa-
tion store, and policy-based management. The
remainder of this section describes the resilience
control loop, then motivates the need for these
framework elements.

RESILIENCE CONTROL LOOP
Based on the real-time component of the D2R2

+ DR strategy, we have developed a resilience
control loop, depicted in Fig. 1, in which a con-
troller modulates the input to a system under
control in order to steer the system and its out-
put towards a desired reference value. The con-
trol loop forms the basis of our systematic
approach to network resilience — it defines nec-
essary components for network resilience from
which the elements of our framework, discussed
in this section, are derived. Its operation can be
described using the following list; items corre-
spond to the numbers shown in Fig. 1:

1. The reference value we aim to achieve is
expressed in terms of a resilience target, which is
described using resilience metrics. The resilience
target reflects the requirements of end users,
network operators, and service providers.

2. Defensive measures need to be put in place
proactively to alleviate the impact of challenges
on the network, and maintain its ability to real-
ize the resilience target. A process for identify-
ing the challenges that should be considered in
this defense step of the strategy (e.g., those hap-
pening more frequently and having high impact)
is necessary.

3. Despite the defensive measures, some chal-
lenges may cause the service delivered to users
to deviate from the resilience target. These chal-
lenges could include unforeseen attacks or mis-

Figure 1. The resilience control loop: derived from the real-time component of the D2R2 + DR resilience strategy.
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configurations. Challenge analysis components
detect and characterize them using a variety of
information sources.

4. Based on output from challenge analysis
and the state of the network, a resilience estima-
tor determines whether the resilience target is
being met. This measure is based on resilience
metrics, and is influenced by the effectiveness of
defense and remediation mechanisms to respond
to challenges.

5. Output from the resilience estimator and
challenge analysis is fed to a resilience manager.
It is then its responsibility to control resilience
mechanisms embedded in the network and ser-
vice infrastructure, to preserve the target service
provision level or ensure its graceful degrada-
tion. This adaptation is directed using resilience
knowledge, not shown in Fig. 1, such as policies
and challenge models. We anticipate a cost of
remediation in terms of a potentially unavoid-
able degradation in quality of service (QoS),
which should not be incurred if the challenge
abates. Consequently, the network should aim to
recover to normal operation after a challenge
has ceased.

The purpose of the background loop in the
D2R2 + DR strategy is to improve the operation
of the resilience control loop such that it meets
an idealized system operation. This improvement
could be in response to market forces, leading to
new resilience targets, new challenges, or subopti-
mal performance. The diagnose phase identifies
areas for improvement, including defense, that
are enacted through refinement. In reality, and for
the foreseeable future, we anticipate this outer
loop to be realized with human intervention.

RESILIENCE METRICS

Defining a resilience target requires appropriate
metrics. Ideally, we would like to express the
resilience of a network using a single value, R,
in the interval [0,1], but this is not a simple
problem because of the number of parameters
that contribute to and measure resilience, and
due to the multilayer aspects in which each level
of resilience (e.g., resilient topology) is the foun-
dation for the next level up (e.g., resilient rout-
ing). We model resilience as a two-dimensional
state space in which the vertical axis P is a mea-
sure of the service provided when the opera-
tional state N is challenged, as shown in Fig. 2.
Resilience is then modeled as the trajectory
through the state as the network goes from deliv-
ering acceptable service under normal opera-
tions S0 to degraded service Sc. Remediation
improves service to Sr and recovery returns to
the normal state S0. We can measure resilience
at a particular service level as the area under
this trajectory, R.

We have developed a number of tools for
evaluating network resilience. For example, we
use MATLAB or ns-3 simulation models to
measure the service at each level and plot the
results under various challenges and attacks, as
in Fig. 2, where each axis is an objective function
of the relevant parameters [4]. Furthermore, we
have developed the Graph Explorer tool [5] that
takes as input a network topology and associated
traffic matrix, a description of challenges, and a
set of metrics to be evaluated. The result of the
analysis is a series of plots that show the metric
envelope values (mi(min), mi(max)) for each
specified metric mi, and topology maps indicat-
ing the resilience across network regions.

Figure 3 shows an example of the resilience
of the European academic network GÉANT2 to
link failures. The set of plots in Fig. 3a show
metric envelopes at different protocol levels —
the aim is to understand how jitter responds in
comparison with metrics at other levels, such as
queue length and connectivity. Surprisingly, jitter
is not clearly related to queue length, and a
monotonic increase in path length does not yield
a similar increase in queue length for all scenar-
ios of link failures. In fact, the fourth link failure
disconnects a region of the network; whereas up
to three failures, the heavy use of a certain path
resulted in increasing queue lengths and jitter.
The partition increases path length, because
route lengths are set to infinity, and decreases
connectivity, which is accompanied by a reduc-
tion in jitter, shown with the blue arrows in Fig.
3a. The topology map in Fig. 3b highlights the
vulnerability of regions of GÉANT2 with a heat
map, which can be used by network planners.

Our framework for resilience metrics (i.e., the
multilevel two-dimensional state space and the
use of metric envelopes) can be used to under-
stand the resilience of networks to a broad range
of challenges, such as misconfigurations, faults,
and attacks. The ability to evaluate a given net-
work’s resilience to a specific challenge is limited
by the capability of the tools to create complex
challenge scenarios — this is an area for further
work, in which our effort should be focused on
modeling pertinent high-impact challenges.

Figure 2. Resilience state space
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Figure 3. Example output from the Graph Explorer, developed in the ResumeNet project: a) plots showing the relationship between met-
rics at various layers in response to link failures on the GÉANT2 topology; b) a heat map showing vulnerable regions of the topology
with respect to a given set of metrics. Reprinted from [5].
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UNDERSTANDING CHALLENGES AND RISKS

Engineering resilience has a monetary cost. To
maximize the effectiveness of the resources com-
mitted to resilience, a good understanding of the
challenges a network may face is mandatory. We
have developed a structured risk assessment
approach that identifies and ranks challenges in
line with their probability of occurrence and their
impact on network operation (i.e., how disruptive
they are to the provision of its services). The
approach should be carried out at the stage of net-
work design when proactive defensive measures
are deployed, and repeated regularly over time as
part of the process of network improvements.

Central to determining the impact of a chal-
lenge is to identify the critical services the network
provides and the cost of their disruption: a mea-
sure of impact. Various approaches can be used to
identify the critical services, such as discussion
groups involving the network’s stakeholders. Net-
worked systems are implemented via a set of
dependent subsystems and services (e.g., web and
Session Initiation Protocol [SIP] services rely on
Domain Name Service [DNS]). To identify whether
challenges will cause a degradation of a service, it
is necessary to explicate these dependencies.

The next phase is to identify the occurrence
probabilities of challenges (challenge_prob).
Some challenges will be unique to a network’s
context (e.g., because of the services it provides),
while others will not. In relation to these chal-
lenges, shortcomings of the system (e.g., in terms
of faults) should be identified. The aim is to
determine the probability that a challenge will
lead to a failure (fail_prob). We can use tools,
such as our Graph Explorer, analytical modeling,
and previous experience (e.g., in advisories) to
help identify these probabilities. Given this
information, a measure of exposure can be
derived using the following equation:

exposure = (challenge_prob × fail_prob) × impact

With the measures of exposure at hand,
resilience resources can be targeted at the chal-
lenges that are likely to have the highest impact.

INFORMATION SOURCES AND
SHARING FOR RESILIENCE

For the most part, network management deci-
sions are made based on information obtained
from monitoring systems in the network (e.g., via
Simple Network Management Protocol
[SNMP]). However, to be able to make auto-
nomic decisions about the nature of a wide range
of challenges and how to respond to them — a
necessary property of resilient networks — a
broader range of information needs to be used.
In addition to traditional network monitoring
information, context information, which is some-
times “external” to the system can be used. Ear-
lier work has demonstrated how the use of
weather information, an example of context,
improves the resilience of millimeter-wave wire-
less mesh networks, which perform poorly in
heavy rain [4]. Also, in addition to node-centric
monitoring tools, such as NetFlow and SNMP,
task-centric tools can be used to determine the

root cause of failures. For example, X-trace [6]
is a promising task-centric monitoring approach
that can be used to associate network and ser-
vice state (e.g., router queue lengths and DNS
records) with service requests (e.g., retrieving a
web page). This multilevel information can then
be used to determine the root causes of failures.

We are developing a Distributed Store for
Challenges and their Outcome (DISco), which
uses a publish-subscribe messaging pattern to
disseminate information between subsystems
that realize the real-time loop. Such information
includes actions performed to detect and reme-
diate challenges. Information sources may report
more data than we can afford or wish to relay on
the network, particularly during challenge occur-
rences. DISco is able to aggregate information
from multiple sources to tackle this problem.
Decoupling information sources from compo-
nents that use them allows adaptation of chal-
lenge analysis components without needing to
modify information sources. To assist the two
phases of the outer loop, DISco employs a dis-
tributed peer-to-peer storage system for longer-
term persistence of data, which is aware of
available storage capacity and demand.

POLICIES FOR RESILIENCE
We advocate the use of a policy-based manage-
ment framework to define the behavior of real-
time loop instantiations. Consequently, the
implementation of resilience mechanisms can be
decoupled from the resilience management strate-
gies, which are expressed in policies. This has
two immediate benefits: the nature of challenges
changes over time — management strategies can
be adapted accordingly without the need for net-
work down-time; and policies allow network
operators to clearly express when they would
like to intervene in the network’s operation (e.g.,
when a remediation action needs to be invoked).

Research outcomes from the policy-based
management field can help address the complex-
ities of resilience management [7]. A difficult
task is deriving implementable policies from
high-level resilience requirements, say, expressed
in service level agreements (SLAs). With appro-
priate modifications, techniques for policy refine-
ment can be used to build tools to automate
aspects of this process. Policy-based learning,
which relies on the use of logical rules for knowl-
edge representation and reasoning, is being
exploited to assist with the improvement stages
of our strategy. Techniques for policy ratification
are currently used to ensure that invocation of
different resilience strategy sets does not yield
undesirable conflicting behavior. Conflicts can
occur horizontally between components that
realize the resilience control loop, and vertically
across protocol levels. For example, a mecha-
nism that replicates a service using virtualization
techniques at the service level could conflict with
a mechanism that is rate-limiting traffic at the
network level. Example policies of this sort are
shown in Fig. 4. So that these forms of conflict
can be detected, Agrawal et al. [8] provide a the-
oretical foundation for conflict resolution that
needs to be extended with domain-specific
knowledge, for example, regarding the nature of
resilience mechanisms.
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DEFENSE AND DYNAMIC
ADAPTATION ARCHITECTURE

In this section, we describe a set of defensive
mechanisms and an architecture that realize our
systematic approach to resilience, described ear-
lier. The architecture, shown in Fig. 5, consists
of several subsystems implementing the various
tasks of the communication system as well as
the challenge detection components and adapta-
tion capabilities. The behavior of all these sub-
systems is directed by the resilience manager
using policies, which are held in a resilience
knowledge base. Central to this architecture is
DISco, which acts as a publish-subscribe and
persistent storage system, containing informa-
tion regarding ongoing detection and remedia-
tion activities. From an implementation
perspective, based on the deployment context,
we envisage components of the architecture to
be distributed (e.g., in an Internet service
provider [ISP] network) or functioning entirely
on a single device (e.g., nodes in a delay-toler-
ant network).

DEFENSIVE MEASURES
As a first step, defensive measures need to be
put in place to alleviate the impact of challenges
on the network. Since challenges may vary
broadly from topology-level link failures to
application-level malware, defensive measures
against anticipated high-impact challenges need
to be applied at different levels and locations: in
the network topology design phase, and within
protocols; across a network domain, as well as at
individual nodes. Defensive measures can either
prevent a challenge from affecting the system or
contain erroneous behavior within a subsystem
in such a way that the delivered service still

meets its specification. A selection of defensive
measures developed in the ResumeNet project is
shown in Table 1.

DETECTION SUBSYSTEMS
The second step is to detect challenges affecting
the system leading to a deviation in delivered
service. We propose an incremental approach to
challenge analysis. Thereby, the understanding
about the nature of a challenge evolves as more
inputs become available from a variety of infor-
mation sources. There are two apparent advan-
tages of this incremental approach. First, it
readily accommodates the varying computational
overhead, timescales, and potentially limited
accuracy of current detection approaches [9].
Second, relatively lightweight detection mecha-
nisms that are always on can be used to prompt-
ly initiate remediation, thus providing the
network with a first level of protection, while
further mechanisms are invoked to better under-
stand the challenge and improve the network
response. Lightweight detection mechanisms can
be driven by local measurements carried out in
the immediate neighborhood of affected nodes.

For example, consider high-traffic volume
challenges, such as a DDoS attack or a flash
crowd event. Initially, always-on simple queue
monitoring could generate an alarm if queue
lengths exceed a threshold for a sustained peri-
od. This could trigger the rate limiting of links
associated with high traffic volumes. More
expensive traffic flow classification could then be
used to identify and block malicious flows, con-
sequently not subjecting benign flows to rate
limiting. Challenge models, shown in Fig. 5,
describe symptoms of challenges and drive the
analysis process. They can be used to initially
identify broad classes of challenge, and later to
refine identification to more specific instances.

Figure 4. Potentially conflicting policies at the service level (the replication of a service) and the network
level (rate-limiting traffic) that could be triggered by the same challenge, such as a distributed denial of ser-
vice (DDoS) attack. Rate limiting traffic could cause the replication to fail.
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REMEDIATION AND RECOVERY SUBSYSTEMS

The challenge detection subsystem interfaces
with the remediation and recovery subsystem,
the third and final step, by issuing alerts to DISco
using the publish(challenge) primitive.
These alerts contain information about the chal-
lenge and its impact on the network, in terms of
the metrics that are falling short of the resilience
target. The network resilience manager takes this
information as context data, and, based on poli-
cies, selects an adaptation strategy. In doing so,
the network resilience manager realizes the
resilience management functionality in Fig. 1. If
further information is required by the network
resilience manager that is not contained in the
alert, the lookup(alarm) primitive can be
used. Furthermore, the network resilience man-
ager can make use of consultants, such as path
computation elements, which can compute new
topological configurations, such as new channel
allocations or new forwarding structures.
Resilience mechanisms are deployed by enforc-
ing new configurations on the managed entities
(e.g., routers and end hosts) in the network. To
implement the resilience estimator, the network
resilience manager assesses the success of cho-
sen remedies. The assessment is stored in DISco
to aid the diagnosis and refinement steps of the
background loop. Carrying out this assessment is
not straightforward since it requires spatio-tem-
poral correlation of changes in network state,
which is an issue for further work.

RESILIENCE IN SMART
ENVIRONMENTS: A CASE STUDY

We are currently  evaluating our generic
approach to resilience through concrete study
cases that cover a range of future networking

paradigms: wireless mesh and delay-tolerant
networks, peer-to-peer voice conferencing,
and service provision over heterogeneous
smart environments. Herein, we focus our dis-
cussion on the last study case. The widespread
use of smart mobile devices, together with
identifiers such as radio frequency identifica-
tion (RFID), embedded in objects such as
products, enables communication with, and
about, these objects. The French national pro-
ject  Infrastructure for  the Future Trade
(ICOM) has developed an intra- and inter-
enterprise infrastructure, depicted in Fig. 6,
that allows the connection of objects with
enterprise information systems and fixed or
mobile terminals. This ICOM platform can be
used as a foundation for a number of enter-
prise applications. The experimentation makes
use of three different entities:
• The data acquisition site is the data source

— items identified by RFID, for example,
are read and their information sent to a
processing centre located remotely.

• The data processing site houses different
modules of the platform (e.g., data collec-
tion, aggregation, and tracking), which will
forward the enriched data to the core appli-
cation.

• The application provision site hosts the
platform’s central element — it is also
where the data subscriber applications (web
services, legal application, etc.) are linked.
Based on outcomes of our risk assessment

approach, high-impact challenges to the plat-
form include those that are intentional and acci-
dental: malicious attacks that threaten the
confidentiality and integrity of commercially
sensitive data, DDoS attacks by extortionists,
and, given the immature nature of the platform,
software and hardware faults. This understand-
ing ensures that we implement appropriate

Figure 5. A dynamic adaptation architecture that realizes the resilience control loop.
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defensive measures and dynamic adaptation
strategies.

Consequently, defensive measures primarily
include secure VPN connections between sites,
enabling confidentiality and integrity of the data
in transit. Security mechanisms, such as authenti-
cation and firewalls, are also implemented.
Redundancy of infrastructure and implementa-
tion diversity of services are exploited to main-
tain reliability and availability in the presence of
failures caused by software faults. 

Incremental challenge analysis is realized
using the Chronicle Recognition System (CRS),
a temporal reasoning system aimed at alarm-
driven automated supervision of data networks
[10]. Lightweight detection mechanisms gener-
ate alarms based on metrics, such as anomalous
application response times and data processing
request rates. Finally, policy-based adaptation,
implementing remediation and recovery, is
achieved through the specification of the plat-
form’s nominal and challenge context behavior
(i.e., its configuration in response to anticipated
challenges). In our case study, challenge con-
text policies describe configurations in response
to alarms indicating a DDoS attack. For exam-
ple, modified firewall configurations are defined
to block traffic deemed to be malicious; service
virtualization configurations that make use of
redundant infrastructure are also specified to
load balance increased resource demands. The
transition between behaviors is based on alert
messages, generated via challenge analysis, and
outcomes from continuous threat level assess-
ment. The case study sketched above illustrates
the gain from applying our resilience strategies
in a systematic approach: starting from a risk
assessment, challenges are derived, allowing
defense measures to be deployed. The follow-
ing step is the specification of chronicles —

temporal descriptions of challenges — for
detection by the CRS, and policy-driven mecha-
nisms to remediate and recover from unfore-
seen failures.

CONCLUSION
Given the dependence of our society on net-
work infrastructures, and the Internet in partic-
ular, we take the position that resilience should
be an integral property of future networks. In
this article, we have described a systematic
approach to network resilience. Aspects of our
work represent a longer-term vision of resilience
and necessitate more radical changes in the way
network operators currently think about
resilience. Further experimentation and closer
engagement with operators through initiatives
like ENISA, which focus on the resilience of
public communication networks and services,
are required before some of this research
becomes standard practice. On the other hand,
application-level measures, such as service virtu-
alization, necessitate fewer changes at the net-
work core and lend to easier implementation.
Further benefits for network practitioners are
anticipated through the use of tools like the
Graph Explorer, which can explore correlations
among metrics at various levels of network
operation.
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Table 1. A selection of defensive measures developed in the ResumeNet Project.

Defensive measure Description Innovation

Survivable Network
Design (SND) [11]

During network planning, SND optimizes network
operations, such as routing and transport, in the
presence of high-impact challenges.

Expansion of the methodology to derive a cooperation-
friendly routing scheme for Wireless Mesh Networks
(WMNs) to cope with node selfishness, explicitly
accounting for radio interference constraints [12].

Game-theoretical
node protection
[13]

Node protection schemes are deployed against
propagation of malware, which may compromise
network nodes and threaten the network resilience.

The game-theoretic formulation of the problem con-
firms heavy dependence on the underlying topology and
allows for optimal tuning of node protection level.

Rope-ladder routing
[14]

Multi-path forwarding structure combining link and
node protection in a way that the loss gap and QoS
penalty, e.g., delay, during fail-over is minimized.

Better use of path diversity for support of real-time traf-
fic, e.g., voice flows, for which burst packet loss during
the path recovery time matters.

Cooperative SIP
(CoSIP) [15]

An extension of the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP),
whereby endpoints are organized into a peer-to-
peer (P2P) network. The P2P network stores location
information and is used when the SIP server infra-
structure is unavailable.

Optimal setting of the number of replica nodes in the
P2P network for given service reliability levels, inline
with an enhanced trace-driven reliability model.

Virtual service
migration

Enables redundancy and spatial diversity by relocat-
ing service instances on-the-fly, such that a continu-
ous acceptable service can be provided to its users.

Existing approaches are tailored toward resilience to
hardware failures within data centers. The derivation of
service migration strategies from migration primitives,
providing resilience against a variety of challenges.
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Abstract—Communication networks and the Internet, in par-
ticular, have become a critical infrastructure for daily life, busi-
ness and governance. Various challenging conditions can render
networks or parts thereof unusable, with severe consequences.
Protecting a network from all possible challenges is infeasible
because of monetary, hardware and software constraints. Hence,
a methodology to measure the risk imposed by the various
challenges threatening the system is a necessity. In this paper,
we present a risk assessment process to identify the challenges
with the highest potential impact to a network and its users.
The result of this process is a prioritised list of challenges and
associated system faults, which can guide network engineers
towards the mechanisms that have to be built into the network
to ensure network resilience, whilst meeting cost constraints.
Furthermore, we discuss how outcomes from the intermediate
steps of our risk assessment process can be used to inform
network resilience design. A better understanding of these aspects
and a way to determine reliable measures are open issues, and
represent important new research items in the context of resilient
and survivable networks.

I. INTRODUCTION

Multi-service networks are essential for business, social life
and entertainment. Sensor-actor networks provide the basis
for a huge variety of deployments, e.g., industrial production,
home automation, alarm systems, and environmental moni-
toring to name a few. Control networks build the backbone
for remote operation of facilities and transportation. In short,
communication networks have become critical for our busi-
ness, social life, and governmental operation. This implies that
failures of such networks, or parts of them, can have severe
consequences.

Our work is based on the understanding that we can
neither build fault-free networks, nor can we forecast all pos-
sible challenges to a network deployment. Multiple strategies
have been proposed to design networks to survive different
types of challenges. Examples include contributions from
the ANSI/ATIS T1A1.2 Working group [1], ANSA [2], and
Sterbenz et al., as part of the ResiliNets initiative [3]. Central
to all of them is the architectural view that challenges, as
external events, trigger dormant faults of network systems’
services, which manifest as errors. If these errors cannot
be contained within the challenged service, they lead to a
deviation of delivered service outside of acceptable bounds –
a failure. The acceptable service bounds are defined in terms
of dependability, security, and quality of service (QoS). The
variety of challenges, which can degrade the delivered service,
is large: hardware destruction, communication environment
related challenges, human mistakes, cyber attacks, unusual but

legitimate request for service, and failure of a service provider.

Based on this understanding, two components of a resilient
network design can be derived. First, preventing challenges
from affecting the system at all and second, to isolate erro-
neous behaviour within a service instance by building con-
tainment mechanisms. However, it is often not clear what is
the suitable set of prevention and isolation mechanisms for a
given network context. This is a problem given the potentially
limited resources set aside for ensuring network resilience.

In this paper, we propose a risk assessment process for
network resilience that aims to identify the challenge-fault
pairs that are likely to have the highest impact on a network
stakeholder’s assets. This information can be used to make
informed decisions about the nature and configuration of
protection and isolation mechanisms, and increases overall
network resilience within cost constraints.

The process we outline is similar to those proposed in the
information security domain, but includes novel aspects that
are necessary to consider network resilience matters. Unlike
for information security, losing an asset is not binary in net-
work resilience. Service disruptions, i.e., loss of connectivity
or reduced bandwidth, are often acceptable within defined
bounds. Based on previous work, we show how to associate
costs of compromise to various states of network service.

We highlight how information generated as part of our risk
assessment process, in addition to the high-impact challenge-
fault pairs, can be used by network engineers to ensure
resilience. For example, using information about the priority
of assets can be used to guide remedy selection in resource
constrained environments, such as sensor networks or during a
resource starvation attack. We suggest that service dependency
graphs can be used as the basis for challenge-independent
remedies, which can mitigate unforeseen challenges.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: we describe
the state-of-the-art in risk management processes in Section II.
Afterwards, in Section III, we introduce our risk assessment
strategy for resilience. To demonstrate the applicability of
our approach, we apply it to determining the high-impact
challenges in a community wireless mesh network. There are
a number of open issues for future investigation, including
determining appropriate values, e.g., probabilities of challenge
occurrence, to be used at various points in the process; we
describe these in Section IV.

978-963-8111-77-7



II. RELATED WORK

In a number of disciplines, risk management has been the
focus of research for many years. The aim of these methods
is to identify the most probable and high-impact attacks,
so that appropriate security mechanisms can be deployed,
given a set of organisational and monetary constraints. The
CCTA Risk Analysis and Management Method (CRAMM)1

was originally developed by the UK government in 1985,
and is still widely used and supported by Siemens Enterprise
Communications Ltd. The Operationally Critical Threat, Asset
and Vulnerability Evaluation (OCTAVE) method, proposed by
Alberts et al. [4], is a threat-modelling process intended for use
in large corporate, military, and governmental organisations. It
can be used to determine the critical assets of an enterprise
and the technical vulnerabilities associated with them. Based
on the overarching OCTAVE method, a process for use in
businesses with less than 100 employees has been created [5].

Both CRAMM and OCTAVE consist of a three-stage pro-
cess: first, assets are identified and evaluated. The aim of this
first phase is to identify the monetary cost to the organisation
if assets become impaired (e.g., the cost to replace equipment,
if it was stolen). Second, threat and vulnerability assessment
considers the probabilities of these costs being incurred, solic-
iting both intentional and accidental threats to assets, such as
attacks or human error. The result of this phase is a measure
of risk. Finally, countermeasure selection and recommendation
is carried out. A key facet of this countermeasure selection is
comparing the level of risk measured in phase two against the
potential security gain of a particular countermeasure. As a
logical first step, we similarly begin by identifying the costs
associated with asset impairment.

However, when considering network-related assets, such
as services, it may be difficult to classify impairments in
such a clear way, and consequently associate a cost. For
example, it is not clear how to measure the cost associated with
partial service degradation. We propose to build on previous
work on evaluating resilience metrics to tackle this problem.
Furthermore, to our understanding, both approaches do not
provide specific guidance on how to understand the nature of
the networked systems and services that realise the assets that
are to be protected. Here, we explicitly aim to give suggestions
on how this could be approached. Finally, we aim to show
how the outcomes of the various stages of the risk assessment
process can be used when developing resilient networks; no
such guidance is given in the approaches we have investigated.

Vajanapoom et al. propose a risk-based approach to resilient
network design, which includes three network topology design
techniques that can be used to minimise various aspects, such
as the maximum damage that could incur in the network [6].
Our work differs from this, as we propose to consider chal-
lenges that transcend those at topology level, and do not focus
on prescribing solutions to identified risks. Synergies between
our work is an area for further consideration.

1http://www.cramm.com

III. A RISK MANAGEMENT PROCESS
FOR NETWORK RESILIENCE

We now describe the risk assessment process that can be
followed to determine the probable high-impact challenges
a network will face. The process is outlined in Fig. 1. We
demonstrate the applicability of the proposed approach by
applying it to a community wireless mesh network (WMN)
that is operational in a rural village in the north-west of
England, called Wray. Ishmael et al. [7] have described the
deployment in detail; thus we keep our introduction to it
short. The Wray WMN case study is used as we have access
to information about assets associated with the network and
detailed information regarding its implementation.

The Wray WMN deployment: WMNs create a network
infrastructure using a combination of wireless networking
technology and ad-hoc routing protocols that together provide
the ability to establish networks in locations with no prior
groundwork. For example, the community of Wray felt that the
lack of broadband Internet connectivity (due to their remote
location) in their village was jeopardising local businesses,
education, and the community itself. In Wray, home and
enterprise computers connect wirelessly using IEEE 802.11b
to the network via a mesh device, which forwards traffic to
a single point in the village (the school), where back-haul is
provided to the Internet. At the time of writing, mesh devices
use hard-coded routes and run a number of network services,
e.g., DNS, NAT, and a firewall.
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Step 1: Identifying the critical assets the stakeholders asso-
ciate with a network and the cost of their respective compro-
mise.

Assets can be physical, logical, or informational. What is
considered a critical asset is context specific, where the context
is defined by the requirements of the organisation using the
network, and its application. Physical assets can be damaged
or manipulated; logical assets, implemented as services, can be
attacked or used in a way that was not designed for; and infor-
mational assets can be disclosed, suppressed or manipulated.
Example stakeholders include, customers, network providers
and governments. Assets may be compromised in a number
of ways.

A way to evaluate the compromise of service-based assets
has been proposed by Sterbenz et al. [8], who use a multi-
metric approach to derive three states in a service context.
Initially, when a service is not challenged, it is considered in
an acceptable state. Challenges can lead to a service becoming
impaired or unacceptable – illustrating the non-binary loss
of assets in network resilience. The trajectory a service takes
between these states depends on the mechanisms in place to
resist a challenge and how severe it is.

The level of degradation, e.g., impaired and unacceptable,
and the duration the asset is in that state will have different
costs – in most deployments, extended periods of impairment,
due to a DDoS attack, will have a higher cost than short
disruptions, due to a switch-over to a backup configuration.
Measuring the cost of a compromise can be done qualitatively
(e.g., mild, moderate, severe, or catastrophic) or quantitatively
(e.g., potential financial loss or cost of replacement of equip-
ment). For example, a DDoS attack could cause a degradation
of service on an ISP’s network, leading to SLAs being broken,
resulting in reimbursements to customers. The same incident
could lead to a loss of reputation for the ISP, a qualitative cost.
At this step in the process, we consider the different modes
of compromise associated with an asset, and their impact on
the stakeholders; a prioritised list of assets results.

Assets of the Wray WMN: There are a number of stake-
holders associated with the Wray village network, including
its users (who also act as infrastructure providers within the
village) and the Internet back-haul provider. To understand
the nature of the assets from the user group’s perspective,
Bury et al. held an OCTAVE-style discussion group within
the village [9]. They found the types of assets described by
the villagers to be wide-ranging, and included such things as
stored and transmitted personal information, e.g., photographs,
their reputation within the community – a form of infor-
mational asset – and high quality access to the Internet, a
combination of physical assets, e.g., mesh devices, logical
assets, e.g., software services and protocols, and informational
assets, e.g., user account data. The back-haul provider’s main
concerns are focused on the technical aspects of the network,
including network infrastructure and deployed services – key
components of ensuring SLAs are being met.

TABLE I
IMPACT DIFFERENTIATION FOR ASSET COMPROMISE

Asset State Impact Value
Internet connectivity impaired medium-to-high 0.75

unacceptable high 0.9

Asset values of the Wray WMN: With an understanding
of the critical assets, we need to determine the cost of the
different ways in which they could be compromised. Consider
a member of the Wray community who uses the WMN for
business purposes, of which there a number of examples,
an impaired service over short periods of time (e.g., high
delay, some packet loss, etc.) is likely to have some impact
on their business through loss of sales, time and competitive
advantage. We therefore suggest a medium impact to this
scenario. If Internet connectivity is deemed to be unacceptable
for extended periods (e.g., no connectivity at all for a series of
days), then the business impact will be much greater. For each
of these levels of impact, we assign a value in the range [0, 1],
which indicates the severity of the scenario in relation to other
assets and their mode of compromise. This is summarised in
Table I.

As provision of Internet connectivity is a central asset for
the two main stakeholders of our scenario, and many other
assets depend on its correct operation, henceforth we use this
asset as an example to illustrate our process.

Step 1: Output: The assets identified feed into Step 2 of our
process, wherein we understand their implementation; the asset
compromise values feed into Step 5 to calculate a measure of
exposure. From an implementation perspective, the compro-
mise values can be used to define protection priorities for the
services realising assets. In case of insufficient resources to
protect all assets from a variety of simultaneously ongoing
challenges, the network should strive to protect those with the
highest value in the face of failure. Resilience management
strategies that honour protection priorities can be described
in policies, as part of a general approach to resilience that
capitalises on policy-based management frameworks [10].

Step 2: Develop an understanding of the network’s compo-
nents, their inter-dependencies, and how they contribute to
the implementation of the identified assets

Modern network engineering approaches decompose the
provisioning of assets into multiple sub-systems and services.
Naturally, these are re-used in the design and implementation
of multiple assets. This inherently implies that multiple assets
can be (partly) degraded if a common sub-system (vertical
service dependency) or peer service (horizontal service depen-
dency) is affected by a challenge. In this phase, networking
and systems experts develop an understanding of the used
sub-systems and services, as well as their interdependencies,
leading to a service dependency graph.

Service dependencies in the Wray WMN: Continuing our
example, we show the translation of the “Internet connectivity”
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asset into a service dependency graph. A simplified version is
depicted in Fig. 2, which shows the service instances and their
dependencies. An application based on the TCP/IP protocol
stack requires the correct functioning of the TCP, IP, and
802.11 protocol instances on the client for the data path.
For the signalling path, DNS, UDP and ARP are required to
establish any communication. Note, that client authentication
on the MAC and session layer, as well as client configuration,
is not depicted. These are the vertical service dependencies on
the client computer.

Having identified the local service dependencies, the next
step is to analyse horizontal service dependencies. As routes
are currently fixed in the Wray WMN, the user directly
depends on the availability of the associated mesh points
as well as on the correct functioning of the ARP responder
located on the mesh point. Moreover, the mesh points pro-
vide network address and firewall services. Failures, such as
mis-configurations can lead to (partial) loss of the Internet
connectivity asset. Similarly, if the backhaul link fails for any
reason Internet access is no longer available. In contrast, the
primary DNS service is provided by the mesh points, with a
backup instance in the operator infrastructure network. The
client DNS resolver depends on the correct functioning of any
one of these.

Step 2: Output: The services realising the various assets will
be examined in Step 3 for faults and vulnerabilities. Moreover,
the resulting service dependency graph can be used to build
generic remediation strategies that strive to ensure acceptable
service provisioning in the face of unknown challenges and
system faults – i.e., those not identified via this process. These
generic strategies are not optimised for a specific challenge,
but change the network configuration in a way that challenged
parts are isolated from unaffected parts, e.g., using system
and network virtualisation techniques, or whole sub-systems
are exchanged with alternative components, e.g., provided by
a network composition framework as proposed by Kappler
et al. [11]. Another way to use dependency graphs has been
introduced by Katzela et al. [12], who utilise such graphs for
fault localisation.

Step 3: Identify challenges, the probability of their occurrence,
and faults that can potentially be triggered by them

As discussed earlier, the set of challenges that could affect a
network is large. Here, the aim is to identify those challenges,
and the faults in services and sub-systems that will most
likely occur in the given deployment scenario. Faults with
respect to resilience are wide-ranging and include design
faults, inappropriate business-processes, and vulnerabilities to
attacks. In addition, they may also include inappropriate use
of protection and isolation mechanisms.

Challenges trigger faults, causing erroneous behaviour of a
service and, if not isolated, for it to fail. Therefore, a specific
service is threatened by challenges targeting the service itself,
and, in addition, challenges causing service failures of depen-
dent service instances. We use this reasoning to manage the
wide-range of faults that may exist in a network, and focus
on identifying those in the services (and their dependents) that
could be triggered by the most likely challenges that have been
identified.

System analysis and historical data can be used to derive the
likely challenges and associated faults. Example approaches to
system analysis include fault-tree analysis [13] and event-tree
analysis [14], or threat-modelling techniques, such as STRIDE
[15]. Security advisories provided by CERT2 or SANS3 can
be used to identify past and on-going threats, for example.

To the best of our knowledge, there are no advisory services
that cover the range of challenges considered for network
resilience. We see this as a key shortcoming to address, and
suggest that multi-national organisations, such as the European
Network and Information Security Agency (ENISA)4, could
play an important role leading the development of such an
advisory. As a starting point, a comprehensive taxonomy of
resilience challenges is necessary.

Challenges and Faults in the Wray WMN: To understand
challenges associated with a new network, the analyst has to
rely on expert knowledge from similar deployments. Table II
shows a non-comprehensive list of challenges identified for
the Wray scenario, and gives probabilities of them occurring.
The table is split into two parts: The first part shows the
challenges identified before deploying the network, and the
second shows two challenges that have occurred during its
operation, which were not initially foreseen. Note, that the
probability of a challenge occurring is independent from it
leading to a failure (that probability is determined next). We
give examples of how we determined the probability values
shown in Table II.

• Adverse weather condition Data collected by weather
stations in the north of England for the last two years
show an average of 20 days per year with more than
10mm of rain. Our assumption is that only on these days
rain is temporarily severe enough to have an impact on
the wireless mesh network.

2http://www.cert.org
3http://www.sans.org
4http://www.enisa.europa.eu/



TABLE II
IDENTIFIED CHALLENGE, THEIR PROBABILITY OF OCCURRENCE AND JUSTIFICATIONS

Challenge Prob. Explanation
Adverse weather condition 0.055 Heavy rain must be expected in the north of England which can cause signal attenuation.
Gale-force winds 0.014 Very hard winds can damage outdoor antennas.
Power outages 0.00015 As an effect of thunderstorms or DIY work, mesh points get off-line temporarily.
Radio interference 0.1 Many wireless communication devices use the same frequencies as 802.11 such as Bluetooth, WiMAX,

ANT, and also 802.11 based home area networks.
Jamming attack 10�8 This attack does not require much technical expertise but access to locality. Social feedback loops in a

rural environment, like Wray, make such attacks unlikely.
ARP storm 10�6 Some file sharing activity on the network and relatively novice user-base could lead to malicious code

infection which can cause ARP storms.
Malicious user behaviour 10�4 Users reboot mesh points at their location to get a higher bandwidth share after reconnect.
Objects in LOS 0.012 The milk truck coming to Wray is blocking the line of sight (LOS) between two mesh nodes. The link

goes down until the truck moved on.

• Gale-force winds The UK MET office gives an average
of five to seven gale days per year.

• Power outage We assume that an average household
switches off electricity for 10 hours per year for home im-
provement work. As there are eight mesh nodes deployed
in Wray, we expect 80 hours of power unavailability for
parts of the mesh network.

• Object in LOS A large milk truck parks in the line of
sight of an antenna in Wray each day except Sundays. It
stops for 15 to 20 minutes before moving on.

Regarding the faults in the Wray network, in relation to the
signal attenuation related challenges, we have identified a lack
of redundant paths, inability of wireless devices to dynamically
change channels, and hard-coded routing tables as the main
shortcomings.

Step 3: Output: The identified probabilities of challenge
occurrence will be used in Step 5 to calculate the measure
of exposure. In addition, the identified challenge-fault pairs
can be documented in a vulnerability report. This report
will help a network engineer choose the best protection or
isolation mechanisms to protect a network from the high-
impact challenges.

Step 4: Determine the likelihood of service degradation for
each identified challenge and its impact on the stakeholder’s
assets

This phase is used to determine the likelihood of a challenge
leading to a failure, which is influenced by the nature of
a challenge and properties of a network. Such properties
include known faults, the mechanisms that are in place to
mitigate challenges, and the dependencies of a service on
others. Adding mechanisms to defend against the high impact
challenges or to remediate their impact on the system after this
risk assessment process decreases the likelihood of a failure
occurring.

To acquire justifiable probability values, analytical models
and data gathered from similar deployments can be used.
Analytical approaches, like the Graph Explorer proposed by
Doerr et al. [16], can provide probability density functions
that describe how challenges affect various service metrics.
From the anticipated perturbations of these metrics, probability

values for the level of service degradation can be derived.
However, following such an analytical approach might be
infeasible for some challenges. For these, probability values
need to be estimated during the design phase. As pointed
out before, refining these values during network operation by
correlating service failures with sensor data collected from
the deployment is necessary in this case to avoid over- and
underestimation of the impact of these challenges.

Service failure probabilities in the Wray WMN: For the
challenges we have identified in Table II, the probability they
will cause the Internet connectivity asset to become impaired,
unacceptable, or remain unaffected is presented in Table I.
The boundaries for these three states are based on service
availability guarantees given in an SLA. An example for this
scenario could be the following: If a single challenge event
impacts Internet connectivity, bringing it down for more than
20 minutes (roughly a 99.95 % availability guarantee), we
consider the asset to be lost, denoted as an unacceptable
service in Table II. If multiple challenge events occur within
one month, bringing the Internet connection down for more
than 20 minutes in total with no single challenge event
exceeding the 20 minutes time limit alone, we consider the
service to be impaired.

It can be seen in Table III that we expect that rain will
have no effect on the wireless links in most cases. As we do
not have enough measurement data to correlate link failures
with rain intensity yet, we need to make estimates. Hence,
we assume that in 90 % of the time the link will maintain
fully operational, in 8.5 % of the time severe rain leads to

TABLE III
PROBABILITIES OF IMPACT OF CHALLENGES TO INTERNET CONNECTIVITY

Challenge Unacceptable Impaired Normal
Adverse weather conditions 0.015 0.085 0.9
Gale-force winds 0.1 0.0 0.9
Power outage 0.8 0.2 0.0
Radio interference 0.02 0.05 0.4
Jamming attack 0.01 0.99 0.0
ARP storm 0.4 0.2 0.4
Malicious user behaviour 0.0 0.1 0.9
Objects in LOS 0.1 0.90 0.0



an impaired link service, and only in 1.5 % of the time, rain
will cause an unacceptable service provisioning. For the last
challenge in Table III, the milk truck blocking a link while
stopping in Wray, enough data is already available to give
more justifiable figures. The truck usually stops for 15 to
20 minutes. According to our definition, this would lead to
an impaired service. In some cases, the truck would stop for
longer than 20 minutes, leading to an unacceptable service. In
any case, the milk truck will cause a degradation of the Internet
connectivity every day. These figures should be derived from
an understanding of the system and its associated faults, and
the nature of the challenge, i.e., the information derived in the
previous steps of our process.

Step 4: Output: The probability of a challenge leading to
a service failure will directly feed into Step 5 of this process.
Together with the output of Step 1 and Step 3 the measure of
exposure can be calculated.

Step 5: Determine a measure of exposure and order the
challenge-fault pairs accordingly, placing the high impact
challenges at the top of this list.

In Step 2 of this process the cost of a particular mode of
compromise for an asset will have been identified. Based on
this, we would like to compute a numeric value of exposure
– a measure to assess the impact a challenge has on network
assets. We determine a measure of exposure using the equation
below; challenge prob is the probability that a challenge will
occur (from Step 4), compromise prob is the probability that
a compromise will occur to an asset, which is based on the
likelihood of a failure (from Step 5), and impact is the cost
associated with an asset being compromised, from Step 1.

exposure = (challenge prob⇥compromise prob)⇥impact

It is clear that using this strategy to determine a measure of
risk will yield similar values for high-probability, low-impact
events and low-probability, high-impact events. Depending on
which scenarios the network engineer would like to account
for, exposure measures could be filtered out.

High impact challenges in the Wray WMN: A convenient
way of depicting the results for the Wray network analysis
is shown in Fig. 3. The connections on the left-hand side of
the graph (from the asset column to the compromise column)
are annotated with the impact a particular compromise to an
asset could have on the studied stakeholder. The annotations
on the connections of the right-hand side of the graph show the
product of the challenge probability and the challenge leading
to a particular compromise.

Table IV shows the sorted exposure values for the high
impact challenge scenarios in relation to the Internet connec-
tivity asset. It can be seen the “Obstacle in LOS” challenge
and severe rain are the two most significant, followed by
signal interference and gale-force winds. An engineer wishing
to improve the resilience of the Wray WMN could use this
information to select appropriate mechanisms, e.g., introduce
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Fig. 3. An example exposure graph for the Wray WMN use-case study

multiple paths to avoid service degradation due to signal
blocking or attenuation, or improve known faults.

TABLE IV
THE CHALLENGE SCENARIOS SORTED ON EXPOSURE

Challenge Compromise Exposure
Obstacle in LOS Impaired 8.1⇥ 10�3

Adverse weather condition Impaired 3.5⇥ 10�3

Interference Unacceptable 1.8⇥ 10�3

Gale-force wind Unacceptable 1.26⇥ 10�3

Obstacle in LOS Unacceptable 1.08⇥ 10�3

Step 5: Output: The last stage of our process outputs a list
of challenge-fault pairs ordered by their exposure. The network
engineer will select and implement protection or isolation
mechanisms for the high impact challenges to maximize
network resilience.

Risk assessment process summary

The described process provides a guideline for network
engineers to acquire information that is needed to design and
integrate resilience mechanisms, which can protect a network
from the most severe challenges. Adding mechanisms to a
network as a result of this process requires repetition of
steps 2 to 5. This is because new features not only provide
higher resilience against certain challenges, but also have the
potential to introduce new faults and hence new threats to the
network. Ideally, the measure of exposure after introducing
new defensive mechanisms and remedies will be lower than
before. In addition, this process should be repeated during
network operations as new system faults and new challenges
are discovered.



IV. CONCLUSION

We have presented an asset-based risk assessment process
to identify the high impact challenges a network may face.
The process is based on three main pillars: 1) understanding
the cost of an asset’s compromise; 2) gaining knowledge
about the technical implementation of these assets including
vulnerabilities which can lead to a degradation of delivered
service; and 3) identification of the likelihood of a challenge
occurring which can trigger such faults, and their impact on
the network. This process has to be executed at network design
time and repeated during the network’s operation, as new
challenges and vulnerabilities become apparent. The result of
this risk assessment process is an ordered list of challenge-
fault pairs that can be used by network engineers to realise
resilience mechanisms for those with highest potential impact.
In addition to this main result, the process provides additional
information to the network engineer, including priorities for re-
mediation, a dependency graph which can inform the design of
generic remedies, and a vulnerability report which guides the
implementation of the protection and isolation mechanisms.

Open research questions
While our risk assessment approach sets forth a concrete

base for quantitatively assessing the impact of challenges,
there are certain aspects that necessitate further research: First,
further work has to be carried out on reliably estimating
the probability of challenges occurring. This includes the
availability and analysis of network monitoring information.
In addition, information from other sources has to be gathered
and analysed, as our case study suggests: as humid weather
conditions and heavy winds are common phenomena in the
north of England, signal attenuation or broken antennas are
likely events; whereas crime statistics show that vandalism is
an unlikely occurrence. The set of external data sources we
have been looking at has been limited so far. Understanding
which additional context information could prove useful is an
open research question.

Second, an important part of the approach we adopt is
to quantify the impact of challenges on the systems and
services that support an asset, i.e., determine the likelihood of
a failure occurring. To do this, we again could use historical
data to gain an inference about the probability of a failure
occurring in light of a challenge. However, the context of
past events may be different to that of the network under
examination, which may lead to an inaccurate understanding.
One way to improve confidence in the probability of a failure
occurring is to develop simulations of the network, including
(statistical) fault models, and exercise challenges against it.
Before developing simulations of challenges, we first need to
develop a taxonomy to systematically describe them in enough
detail. An ideal formulation would involve directly translating
a high-level description of a challenge into a simulation model.
This is a subject of further research in the resilience domain.
Analytical models would also be of use in this task, whereby
analysis can track or reasonably abstract the complexity of the
problem.

Finally, our work has focused on understanding the hori-
zontal and vertical dependencies between services and systems
that form a network. This offers a potentially limited view of
the dependencies a network has. For instance, further research
could investigate approaches to explicate inter-dependencies
between networks and the power grid. This could yield inter-
esting insights that would prove informative when determining
how networks fail.
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